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EMPRESS THEATRE IS CRpW D Eli TO CAPACITY TO HEAR 
RT. HON. W. t .  MACKENZIE KING AND MEMBERS OF 
HIS CABINET—PREMIER PRESENTS STRONG 
pASE FOR HIS a d m in is t r a t io n
; Thou^th was’only to 'be expected 
that there would be a good attendance 
at the Liberal meeting which was held 
tn the Empress Theatre last Thursday 
c\renlng^ still cvfcn'the most enthusias­
tic supporters.of-the government hard-, 
ly anticipated that such an' 'enormous 
audience would gi'eet the Premier that 
there would be a "full .house" half an 
hohr prevlqps, to the opening of the 
proceedings/'' and . that an > overflow
hnv/> fn.' h(> nrranizcd.'meeting ’’would ' ftvc to ' be arr ge .' 
Such» however, was the case and it can 
be stated'without any exaggeration that 
at both gatherings, the smaller one of 
tyhich was held : in the Wesley Hall, 
it would have been impossible to have 
accommodated a larger audience.
As the Empress Theatre was jiheked 
with,‘an expectant audiijnCe half an hour 
previous to the time set for the opening 
of the meeting, people even having to 
be placed on.1 the platform, it was decid­
ed to open ,‘jthe meeting' at 7.30, . and 
Mayor D. W. Sutherland, the Liberal 
candidate, in the absence of Dr. W. J. 
Knox, the chairman, who ’had n o t, yet 
arrived, addressed the gathering and 
stated that Mr. T. p. McBride,. M.P. 
for Cariboo, would entertain the aud- 
iepcc until the ’Other speakers reached 
the building. .
Mr. T. G. McBride, M.P.
Mr.' McBride, who was gVeeted with 
applause, began his address by remark­
ing that he was present "on short not­
ice", .and was quite prepared for many 
, in the audience to wonder' why he, a 
■progressive Member of Parliament, 
should appear on a public platform in 
support of - the government candidate. 
He was quite willing to make , the rea-  ̂
son plain. At Ottawa he still sat o n , ‘ 
the side of the Opposition,' but, after 
having been three years in the, Federal 
House, he had begun to realize v fully 
that the present administration had 
made, and Wâ s still making, an honest 
effort to give good government to the 
people of , Canada and to,'treat, the 
Western portion of the Dominion gen­
erously. He was well aware that dif­
ferent reports had, been circulated as to 
the attitude he was taking arid the rea­
sons why he had adopted it, but he was 
fully prepared to meet any charges of 
inconsistency on his part; In 1921 he 
had stated that he was willing' to sup­
port any administration at Ottawa who 
acted in the interests of the country, 
and he had found that the present 
government had,, done its best in a 
straightforward way to further the int­
erests of the people as a whole. The 
present government had also Icht a 
sympathetic ear to . any suggestions 
made by him in connection with the 
needs 'of his constituency. Cariboo, and 
had acted, when possible, on his advice, 
even though he, Mr. McBride, sat on 
the opposition benches. A government 
which acted in such a fair manner de­
served his support ®nd would have it 
as long as they continued to deal fairly. 
(Applause).
Mr.'McBride then spoke at soine 
length to controvert the statement 
made by Rt. Hon. Arthur Meighen at 
Ashcroft that, though the member for 
(Tariboo was familiar with the needs of 
the people of his constituency, he had 
been as dumb as an oyster when debat­
es occurred at Ottawa which had given 
..him an opportunity to rrtake the wishes 
and requirements of- his constituents 
known. To prove that such had riot 
been the case and that he had not lost
worked Jn' the interests of th’e fruit 
growers it was hardly likely that he 
would have received no less than twel­
ve letters from ppminent fruit grow­
ers thanking him for his actions. Mr. 
Stirling-.and those.wh.o..'SUpported him 
had no right' whatever to’ go around 
saying that he, Mn McBride, was a 
trqitor to the interests who had elected 
him. -
The member for Cariboo then devot­
ed a great - deal of time' to ridiculing 
Certain statements made by the- Hon; 
S; F. Tolmic, Minister of Agriculture in 
the Meighcii' cabinet, regarding the 
manufacture and sale of oleomargarine. 
Mr. McBride quoted from Hansard, 
P. 2, SSI, Aug. 9th, to prove that Hon, 
Dr. Tolmie did not knoyr what sub­
stance entered into the composition of 
"oleo’̂  According to' Hansard, the 
speaker stated. Dr. Tolmie thought that 
olco" was made of select beef fats for 
the most part, whereas this substance 
is made up of some 77;S0 per cent of 
co'coanut oil and S.SO per cent of pea­
nut oil, the balance being triostly salt 
and milk. Yet, the' late Minister of 
Agriculture believed that it consisted 
mostly of select beef fats.' (Laughter) 
However, .continued the speaker, Dr;' 
Tolmie had not conbned himself to be­
lieving in the nutritive qualities of oleo- 
mat^garine but, together with his lead 
er, had voted to have this substance 
enter Canada with so light a duty that 
it could find a place on the breakfast 
tables of the ordinary people. When 
questioned on the subject,' Dr. Tolmie 
had stated-that many people jn Canada 
manufactured oleomargarine, whereas 
only two firms in the Dominion made 
it. Dr. Tolmie, however, when asked 
if he had himself seen this substance in 
restaurants and other eating places had 
replied “not where I  eat,” evidently 
thinking, that “oleo” was good- enough 
for the common people but not fit for 
his own consumptionJii 
At this portion of. Mr. McBride’s 
Speech, he was interrupted by the entry, 
of the Premier, Hon. J. H. King, Hon. 
P; J. A. Cardin and Dr. W. J. Knox, the 
chairman of the Kelowna and District 
Liberal Association, the last named of 
whom took the chair. Loud applause 
greeted the arrival of.the Premier and 
his political associates, and, when, this 
had died down, Mr. McBride continued 
his addresSj  ̂ stating that, in spite. of 
anything Dr. Tolmie cared to say, oleo­
margarine was injurious as it prevent­
ed a proper market being obtained for 
dairy butter. Dr, Tolmie alsq, he stat­
ed, had tried to , secure the entry into
B. (3. of race horses from California,
though he was well aware that.- the 
dreaded foot and mouth disease existed 
ill, that State, and asked the audience if 
they wished to vote to place that class 
of man back into office as Minister of 
Agriculture. ’ '  ; ^
Tlie member for Cariboo next replied 
to certain remarks made by the Hon. 
Dr. R. J. Manion when that gentleman 
was. in Kelowna, alleging that he, Mr. 
McBride, had not been very constant 
in his attendance both at the House 
and Senate during discussions on the 
bill to provide for the completion of the
C. N.R. branches into the Okanagan, 
while the true facts w'ere that he had 
devoted all his time to listening to the 
debates and in canvassing in favour of 
the bill at a time when most of the 
members of the Senate which Dr. Man- 
ion loved s0 well were more interested
As forthe opportunities offered to further tlie | in playing golf. (Laughter.) 
interests of . the people of Cariboo, the j,work on the lines not being begun, the 
speaker quoted extracts of speeches he t fault did not lie with the government 
had riiade in Parliament ^during the de-I but with the committee of the Senate, 
bates rif June, 1922, and also stated which had-lnsisted on a pledge being
4> 4<«  4* • S ' 4 >
❖  PREM IER k i n g  ♦
•S' ; RETURNS THANKS f
•S' The following telegram, filed at *•• 
•fr Blairmorc, Alberta, late ort Tucs- *!•
•B* day night, was received yesterday ♦  
•S' from Premier Macl̂ ĉrizlc King: ♦
^  “Dr. W. J. Knox,
•S' Kelowna.
•> "Before' leaving British Gplum
•8* bia tonight, may I extend mjy cor- 
•> dial thanks to you and all who ♦  
•S' were associated with you' in rir- ♦  
•S' ranging for the splendid meeting ♦  
•B* at Kelowna. My colleagues and I ••* 
•fr were'greatly impressed by the fine ♦  
•S' spirit shown by pur friends in v  
•S' Kelowna and throughout the rid- ♦  
•S' ing. Best wishes to all; •!*
•S' »W. L. MACKENZIE KING." *
.....  ' •S'
» 4 1 .S'•» •» •» •S"B"a'•» • S ' • S '^  •&• •&•
RETURNS NOW
NEARLY COMPLETE
LONDON; Oct. 30, 7.00 p_.m.—The 
standing, is - now: .Conservatives; 393, 
a' gain of 149 seats; Labour, 149, a loss 
of 40 scats; Liberals, 40, a loss of 110 
scats; other, parties, 13,J a gain of 1. 





Attendance At Sessions Of Okanagan 
Valley Teachers’ Association Num­
bers About A Hundred
that he had devoted fully half an hour 
to , explaining the wishes of the fruit 
growers of the Interior of B;G. He 
understood that the’ Coriservative can­
didate, Mr. Grote Stirling, had declared 
that he, Mr. McBride, had supported 
the Prairie farmers and their represent-
given that negotiations would be car­
ried on with the C.P.R. first, before 
consenting to pass the Act. A govern­
ment could not give a pledge and not 
keep it.
Concluding his speech, Mr. McBride 
told how. he had explained personally
atives in Parliament in trying to secure both Houses of Parliament that the 
a lowering of tne tariff and repeal pf ^  ĵ I.R. Okanagan branches Would de-
the anti-dumping clause.- Mr. Stirling 
was a young man, new to public life 
and just commencing his carerir as a 
politician, and should watch out iyhat 
he was saying as inaccuracies such as 
the one mentioned could only cast a 
reflection on the person uttering them. 
. As a matter of fact he. the speaker. Had 
..̂ donc his utmost to help the fruit grow­
ers of B. C. and had voted every time 
against the repeal of the anti-dumping 
clauses in the tariff. If he had not
velop large traffic, how immense, gyp­
sum deposits south of Kamloops would 
be opened up, if the branches w;ere 
completed, and that commodity placed 
on the markets of the Coast cities at 
prices which would at once bring a- 
bout a vast traffic and eliminate the 
use of Alaskiairi gypsum . not only in 
Vancouver but also in Seattle, also that 
other resources of the districts tapped
(Continued on page 3.)
The annual convention of the Okan­
agan Valley Teachers' Association was 
held at Kelowna on Thursday and Fri­
day, October 23rd and ,24th, with an 
attendance of about a hundred teachers.
The proceedings opened ■with the an­
nual business meeting of the Okanagan 
Valley Schools Athletic Association, at 
which reports were adopted and a new 
executive elected. The very success­
ful track meets of last year were brief­
ly discussed, and the Treasurer report­
ed a small cash balance in the bank, 
but arrangements for next ye.ir’3 meets 
were left for the special meeting called 
each spring. The new executive .• on- 
sists of President, L. B. Boggs, Pen­
ticton; Secretary-Treasurer, R. Lyons, 
Penticton, and a committee composed 
of one delegate from each Public, Sup­
erior, and High School in the Valley.
fThe members of the O.V.T.A., then 
gathered in the auditorium of the Pub­
ic School for registration, appointment 
of committees and other business. Ow­
ing to thq^shortness of the time avail­
able, the President’s address was o- 
mitted and the other business was at 
once proceeded with. After reading 
and adoption of minutes and reports of 
committees. Miss E. McNaughton, 
Kelowna, was appointed chairman of 
the Nominations Committee, Mr. L. B. 
Boggs, Penticton, of the Pooling Com­
mittee, and S. A. McDonald, West 
Summerland, of the Resolutions Com­
mittee. Messrs. C. W. Lees and A. 
G. Smith, of Kelowna, had previously 
been appointed by the President to at­
tend to all local arrangements. ■
The meeting then adjourned to the 
Wesley Hall, where an . excellent ban­
quet 'was .served by the Ladies’ Aid of 
the United Church. Mr. JL. B. Boggs 
acted as toastmaster.
The toast to ' “The Visitors”, ably 
proposed by Mr. Fultori, of Vernon, 
was responded to by Dr. G. G. Sedge- 
wick, head of the department of Eng- 
ish at the U.B.C., and by Mr. John 
Kyle; Provincial Organizer of Techni­
cal Education. The former spoke on 
The Teacher as a Corrupter of 
Youth,’’ ironically pointing out the un­
comfortable and even disastrous ef­
fects that wouM probably ensue if all 
teachers cortscientiously carried out 
their duties of teaching people to think, 
and of inculcating high ideals of char­
acter and duty. He explained that 
since it is also the business of the 
teacher to prepare their pupils for the 
world in which tliqy have I 0 live, it is 
necessary to bear in mind that for suc­
cess in life one must accept the present 
order of things without thinking too 
deeply about them and without being 
handicapped by too high a standard of 
character and honesty. Mr. Kyle, the 
next speaker, carried iOn the same id­
eas by pointing out how without 
thought the institutions of our world 
gradually become corrupt like a stag­
nant puddle, needing a freshening and 
revivifying current of . ideas and ideals 
to sweep away that which was dead 
and useless. ’The addresses of both 
Dr. Scdgc'wick and Mr. Kyle were en­
thusiastically received by their audit­
ors. '■
The toast of “The B.C. Teachers’ 
Federation” was proposed by Mr. Mc- 
Intyfc, West Summerlandl, and Re­
sponded' to by Mr. Harry Cha^les- 
worth, the Secretaty of the Federa­
tion, whP gave a most lucid, and inter- 
(Coritinued on Page 4)
•8"S"S* •S'♦•S'•S'•8"S'•8"»  •S'•► •B"S* •«••«••*• •*•
♦  ■ V " ......... . .*►
♦..WORK TO PROCEED *
♦  ON KELOWNA BRANCH •►
♦  ' , /  ♦  
♦ .Pending Completion Of Ncg<>tia-,'f' 
tiono, Work WiU Start I n  f
Meantime
foliowink telegram from •8* 
♦  Mr. Gerard Rucl, counsel fof the •►
The
.♦ Canadian National Railways, to ♦  
•S' Mr. Thos. Bulman, has been hail- ♦  
•S'ded to us for publication: •f
♦  , “Montreal, Oct. 29, 1924. ♦
♦  “Thos. Bulman, f
•S' President United Farmers of ♦  
•S' B.C., Kelowna, B,.C. ■ •S'
•Ŝ “Kelowna branch, your letter ♦
♦  Watson, seventeenth. President ♦
♦  decided tliqt since this branch ♦
LABOUR GOVERNMENT
MEETS CRUSHING DEFEAT
J mqs.t be completed either by our- ,♦ . sel'v.es or C.P.R,- or jointly, work ♦  
♦  of completion need not be delayed ♦  
♦  pending further negotiations, but •?•
CONSERVATIVES W IN GREAT VICTORY IN  BRITISH ELEC­
TIONS, GAINING LARGE MAJORITY OVER ALL 
O THER PARTIES—l i b e r a l s  LOSE OVER
A HUNDRED SEATS '
RT. HON.





Final Match Wm Be Played 
Thanksgiving Day ,.
On
The final golf match Pf the Reason 
will be played on Thanksgiving Day, 
Monday, Nov. . 10th, between teams 
chosen by the. President, Mr. H. F, 
Rees, and the Vice-President, Dr. G; 
L. Campbell. Lists are posted at the 
premises of P. B. Willits & Co., W. R. 
Trench, Ted Buse, the Kelowna Club 
and the Golf Club House, upon which 
intending players are 'requested to en­
ter' their names. Play will commence at 
9 a.m., and players will tee off as they 
are ready. , . ■ ’ ■ .
The following are the latest • scores 
in the second round of the Barnes Gup 
competition:
Thompson and Wilson beat Bryce 
and McKay. ' :
Lyell and Shepherd beat Rutherford 
and Watt. -
‘ Gurell and Todd beat Ballard and L. 
Hayes.
The semi-finals in the Barnes event 





Explosion Believed To Be Due ^To 
Plot Against Life Of Peter Veri- 
; gin, Doukhobor Leader
NELSON, Oct. 30.—The dead in 
the disastrous explosion on a Kettlp 
Valley Railway train, which occurred 
after it had left Farron early on Wed­
nesday morning, now number nine: 
Peter V^igin, Doukhobor leader, 
Brilliant; John A. McKie, M.L.A., 
Grand Forks; A. J. Armstrong, com­
mercial traveller. North Vancouver; 
Neil .Murray; farmer, Grand Forks; 
Harry J. Bishop, Nelson; Mary Stre- 
lof or Soreiioll, Nelson; two uniden­
tified bodies, believed to be Sikhs; H. 
J. Fawcett, train news agent, ̂  Van­
couver. 'Twelve were injured. -
Suspicion that the explosion which 
wrecked the coach in whi5h tlie fatali­
ties occurred ■was the result of a plot 
against the life of Peter Verigin, Dou­
khobor leader, who was among the 
victims, is being greatly strengthened 
by facts being brought to light by 
police investgiation. I t has been ascer­
tained that Verigin for many months 
past had been living in fear of just 
some siich tragedy, an l̂ he had men­
tioned to several members of the Douk­
hobor colony that he feared attempts 
to kill him.
Less than a month ago, a rumour, 
believed* at the time to have been star­
ted in Saskatchewan, that he had been 
assassinated spread ; throughout the 
whole district. A few months ago his 
residence at Brilliant, in which he took 
particular pride, was badly damaged by 
an incendiary fire and, though he had it 
rebuilt, so great was his fear of at­
tempts on his life that he had not 
slept there a night since.
Investigators declared today that a 
bomb apparently had been placed dir­
ectly under the seat in the coach in 
which Verigin was sitting, in the cen­
tre of the car. Verigin’s left leg was 
blown completely off  ̂ which streng­
thens the theory that a bomb was 
jilaced under his seat, where it is be- 
Ifevcd it was put after he sat down 
with the deliberate object of murder­
ing him. Thorough investigations are 
being conducted into the goings and 
comings of persons in the car. It is 
believed that in this: way some clue to 
the perpetrators of the crime will be 
found. '
♦  that work shall start as soon as
♦  we can arrange running rights fpr j
♦  bur construction trains bct'wcen,fS'
♦  Kamloops and Ducks. _
♦  . “GERARD RUEL."
Percentage Paid,Of Levy Shows Ap­
preciable. Increase As CPrapared 
With 1923
At the regular meeting, of the Coun­
cil on Monday evening there were pre­
sent : Acting Mayor Adams, Ald^men 
Knowles, M®'kle, Morrison and Shep­
herd.
A report was submitted«rom Mr*' 'P/ 
'T: Dunn, City Assessor and Collector, 
upon the collection- of - civic taxes up 
to October 20th, after which date the 
15 per cejit penalty for default be­
came operative. It showed the grati­
fying'fact that instead of a decrease in 
the percentage of taxes collected,; such 
as was feared by the Council from the 
financial outlook during' the- spring 
months, there has actumly been, an in­
crease as compared with 1923, the fi­
gure for last year being-.88.77.while 
this year it rose to 89.45. 'The ^otal 
evy for 1924, including local improve­
ment taxes, was $94,492.89, and of ^ i s  
$84,526.24 has been collected. The 
details g<ven in Mr. Dunn's report are 
as follows:-—
Taxes for 1924 .....................
Arrears .................. — .....— -5iOlL22
Delinquent .............. ...i..:......... 5,046.90
Tax Sale costs and expenses 617.42
Interest     —-—
Tax Sale purchases redeemed 267.29 
City tax sale interest 17.91
Total $96,948.51
Less—City payments 
Taxes for 1923 tax sale pro­
perty unredeemed and lo­
cal improvements on City
property ...... $1,288.95
924 City tax sale 
purchases ................ ,2,920.59 _ -,
^ ----- -----•$ 4,209.54
'ayments to credit of City $92,738.97 
(Continued on Page 8)
hibitionist;' Dundee; Arthur Ponsonby, 
the Minister in charge of the Russian, 
treaty negotiations, once page boy to 
Queen'Victoria; Sakiatvala, Comriiun-'; 
ist, in Battersea North; J. Potts, Lab-r 
our, in Barnsley, after straight fight 
with Liberal, the Conservative with­
drawing; J. A- Parkinson, Comptrol:^ 
er of the King’s Household, in Wig­
an; Miss E. 'Wilkerson, national or­
ganizer for the Allied Workers; Capt. 
R. C. • Bourne, Conservative,, famous 
oarsman; the Duchess of Atholl, iri 
'Kinross; Neville Chamberlain; Vis­
count Curzon; Walter Runciman; Sir 
T. Brittain; Lord Eustace Percy; Col. 
Angus Macdorinell; Percy Hurd.
Defeated: ‘Lady Torrington, Liber­
al, in Wycorribe, Bucks,_ by Gen. Sir 
A. C, Knox, Conservative; Hori. Ev 
:VI. B. Fisher, . Conservative, who ■was 
in Canada when the election was call­
ed; Frank Hodges; Wm. Leach, Un-̂  
der-Secretary of Air; F. W. Jewett, 
7irst Commissioner of Works; G. F. 
G. Masterman; A. W. Haycock (Cana­
dian) ; T. J. Macnamara.
, Corbin Weld, 100 years old, was 
one of the early voters in the Enfield 
Division of Middlesex.
LONDON, Oct. 30.—T̂ hc standing 
of the parties this mbrnin'ef is: '
ConservatiyeB     373
.Labour \\138 '
. I.iibcra]s , ..........4....*.............. 38.
Other particB , I?
•• Fifty-four scats rcmayi to be heard 
from. According tP the London Times, 
the returns, show that the Conserva- 
twes ha'i'c madp net gains of 138 scats, 
while Lal^bUr , has . suffered ,a net loss 
of 38.^eaW rind the Liberal party, has 
been aliriost eliminated as a political 
factor by the loss of no less than one 
hUndrbd scats. ' ' ’ ;
The people of Great Britain have 
put a crushing ;end to;'th^ir first ex­
periment with a Labour gbveriimcnt 
by returning the Gbriscirvative'party to 
power with one of the strongest ma­
jorities in Parlament recorded during 
the past century. In this sweeping po­
und important victory was won by 
Rt. Hon. Wiriston Churchill, who re­
turns to Parliament after several de­
feats. He obtained 19,843 votes to 
10,080 for G. ..G« . Sharp, Liberal, and 
3,528 for.;. R. McPhic, Labour. Chan­
cellor of the Exchequer, William Snow­
den retained his scat for Col lie, York­
shire. Attorhcy-Gcucial Pritrick ' Has­
tings, whose conduct of the Campbell 
prosecution was perhaps the mpst im?̂  
portriht indircot criUsc pf thp defeat of 
the Lribour government, likewise re­
tained: his seat at Wallscnd, polling 
17,278 votes'against 15,672 for his Con­
servative opponent, S. Howard.^
Other, notabilities elected include 
Lady Astor, Austin Chamberlain, Sir 
Hamar Greenwood, and Arthur Hen­
derson, John Clyncs and Stephen^ Wf 
Walsh, members of the Labour minis­
try. Labour candidates who have met
sunk to the weakest position it has! ®°h^^®^^ and Oliver Baldwin, son pf
experienced isiiice 'the realignment of 1 ' 1
.British . pPlitical parties ~tpbfe tlia Tliri decline of the. Liberals thus fat
fiiriety. years agb„/at the, time o f. the.' i?,. >cHeved '̂ _|n _ some. quarters to forC; 
Reform ! Bill.' . If the’ re ^ lits cbiitiiVue 
■this evening to follow the tendency
shPwn. throughout the early .. .. .
the day and afternoon, the followers of ® distinct party.
Stanley Baldwin, Conservative leader 
and' former premier,' will have a heavy 
majority when Parliament reconvenes 
pn., .Noyember 18th.. / P.uring. the,-..canir 
paign, Conservati've spokesmen . pre
shadow ‘.the ultimate' verification of 
siiu(;ii,.v many recent predictions that* this clcc- 
part of tioii would spqnd their'death knell as 
- a distinct, party. Some observers see 
in the polling returns a strong indica­
tion of. preference fpr the two-partjr 
system \yhich; stood the test of ceh-;, 
turies in Great Britriin.,.. . ,
The heaviest swing to the Conserya-
dicted that their finril lead would :;be ( tivc side, in the early returns came
more than 100, believing that many 
country districts and small towns 
which were fprmerly Conservative 
would return to' tlieii' old allegiance. > 
Premiet Ramsay MacDonald won 
Aberavon by 17,724 ' votes ..as' against 
oiled; for his Liberal opponent,
from the industrial North and Mid­
lands. Conservatives' captured seven of 
ten Manchester seats, only one of 
'.which'they occupied in the last Par­
liament. They scored further triumphs 
in ' Newcastle, Nottingham and other 
great manufacturing centres, and in 
London and its’ suburbs. The Liberals15,624 p l-----  - . . .Capt. W. H. Williams. Rt. Hon. H..  ̂ a/t 1  ̂  ̂ j
H ,‘Asquith, Liberal leader, whose par- lost all a ^
ty wasfnearly wiped out, was beaten ' Liverpool returned strongly from them 
in Paisley, but says he will not. retire. . Jhe Conservative fold, while Lab- 
Rt. Hon David Lloyd George was ourites ousted other Liberals. A strik- 
re-elected easily in Carnarvon, polling mg feature of the election was. thq 
16,058 votes to 3,401 for ' Prof. Zim- ^ e a t increase in Conservative, majori- 
m4rn. Socialist., Rt. Hon. Stanley 1 t«es almost everywhere, even m cases 
Baldwin, Conservative chief, was re-'where -the. representation was not 
turned by acclamation, An interesting onanged.; ' . . ^   ̂ y .
markets by its anti-dumping legislation 
ajid its enforcement, but by aid and en­
couragement of the fruit _ industry in 
many other ways. ' , ,
. At the outset of,vhis speech, .made 
: rom his place in the, audience, Mr.
Bulman said it was a lit’tle unusual to 
ask a Conservative - like himself' to
make a statement at =a Liberal xpriet- 
ing. No onc' could accuse him ofj.mak-
LOCAL RESIDEN'T h a s  
’ MIRACULOUS ESCAPE
Mr. Fred Shaver Suffers Injuries In 
Wreck On K. V. r7
' . Mr. F j Shaver returned: home yester-; 
day and. all who ’know him wijlv be 
pleased to hear that he only received; 
slight injUriCs îri, the terrible aceident 
i f  to the Kettle Valley train, which oc-’mg a political statement for the L i b e r - F a r r o n  station near the ;
al party in the jiast, because that was • , between Cascade and Castle-'
somethmg he had never, done, in his | He states
life. “However, this is a time when we ^hatthb^r w'ere
should look things fairly and sq  ̂ in the first class car,.all of whom, ex-
•in the face, he_said.-;;i This. IS a Ipyre ec- ^ept six, were .bodily blown out of>the
tion and ,the fiscaT pblicip of the and nine’of whom have since died,
ties are not at stake. We know what YV YtrAt-rk Knrif «r--- - , J f__ .... while, many were badly injured. Thethe government has dime for us, and burnt up in fifteen minutes and the 
It IS asking us to say what \ve think of which was , travelling at full
what It has done. I ” speed, was brought to a standstill by
is absolutely necessary that we should in three car lengths,
reciprocal the good, treatment we have who .were most badly injured
received by supporting, Mayor Suther- vv'ere taken to Nelsoif by a special
“" 1, 1 'w llr 'S 'rem em ber .hat anti- othnra. being taken baik. to
, • r* .. .. fj...,* I Grand'Forks. Mr. Shaver states that
T, Uphill, M.L.A. fqr Fernie, did
U. F. PRESIDENT
SUPPORTS GOVERNMENT




Some More Winners And Losers
LONDON, Oct. 30.—Winners: J, H. 
Thomas, Secretary for the Colonies; 
C. P. Trevelyan, President of the 
Board o f. Education; Col. Josiah
The flow of campaign oratory at the 
liberal rheeting held at Ellison on 
Monday night followed the usual trend, 
which has become familiar and mono­
tonous to those who have attended se­
veral meetings or have read the reports 
of them in the press, until somewhat 
of a sensation was sprung by the ap­
pearance of Mr, Thos. Bulman, a life­
long Conservative, in support of the 
Liberal candidate. Mr. Bulman, who 
is President of the United Farmers of 
British Columbia, spoke as the result 
of an invitation from, Df. Knox, who 
noticed him in the audience and appeal­
ed to him to elucidate some points re­
garding the anti-dumping question on 
which Dr. Knox found himself not 
quite clear.
Mr. Bulman. did not mince matters. 
He made the unqualified statement 
that it was .clearly in the interests of 
the fruit growers of the Okanagan to 
support the Mackenzie King adminis­
tration, basing hiri opinion not only on 
what the goyernment had already done 
but on the assured certainty; so 'he de­
clared, that it will continue to do whatWedgewood, Chancellor of the Duchy ----- ,. , .
of Lancaster; E. -Scfinigcour, Pro- ever it can, not only for protection of
introduced by Hon. Mr. Fielding when 
in the Latirief government. :The riot 
was amended in 1921,,when the , Meig­
hen government was in power, by Sir 
Henry Drayton. We' were., not con­
sulted then and we did" not'khoW-un­
til afterward . that we, mlghtt get p^^ 
tection against the sur^us produoT 
tion of the United'.States;' The Dray­
ton ainendrhent was for a duty -bri'sbd 
on the average (Cost of production in 
the U.S. plus a reasphable. profit, but 
it did not prove practical and all \yc 
got in 1921 was the, moral effect.
splendid work in rendering first aid, 
which was a difficult matter on account 




“When the King government-crime AssO'Ciated ' Growers * Wfai Fourteeff^
into power in 1922, Mr, Fielding said 
at once that the arrangement - r̂is un­
workable, as’ it was. physically imposs­
ible for the government to keep posted 
on what might be the real 'cost of pro­
duction in .different parts of the U.S. 
from year to yearl He therefore had 
the Drayton amendment cancelled. By 
this time the growers themselves took 
a hand and got Mr. Fielding to sec 
that something must be done for their 
protection. ‘ In this we h^d' splendid 
support from British Columbia mem­
bers rind senators. Senatpr Bostock, 
Mr. McBride of Cariboo, Hori. Dr. 
King and the late Mr. MacKelvie did 
much. Dr. King insisted that soipe- 
thing must be done. The result was 
the present arrangementi and it was then 
that Hon. Mr. Bureau, Minister, of 
Custpms, told us that fruit. growing 
iwas the best protected of all Cana­
dian industries. .
“Then, for the first time in our his­
tory as growers," we jjo t real protec­
tion, and wC; • got it Jrpih Hon. Mr. 
Bureau. It has saved us thousands and 
thousands of dollars and it will do so 
again if it .is kept in force.
' “There arc many who don’t under­
stand what it cost the government to 
do this for us," continued Mr. Bulmani 
“The Progressives from the prairie 
provinces were watching* and protest­
ing, at every step, and they have con­
tinued to protest and .watch, but the 
government has considerately with­
stood all pressure and has continued its 
policy for our benefit. There was even 
considerable pressure at -,thc last ses­
sion ’6f Parliament,,,'vybich;the govern­
ment resisted, and now w’c have Pre- 
(Continued bii' Page 4)
First Prizes And piie Second 
With Sixteen Entries
‘ V Vernon, B.C., Oct. 28, 1924.
First reports’ from the Imperial Fruit 
Show indicate that the Associated made 
almpsf ri''.clcan 'sweep in the matter of 
prizes. With sixteen entries we took 
fourteen firsts and one second prize, 
only one entry failing to score.
In the British Empire section, con- 
risting of two classes, Dessert and Cul­
inary, we were awarded first prize in 
both classes, taking the Dessert class 
with McIntosh Red aqd Culinary jivith 
Rhode Island Greening,
. In the overseas section we entered 
in fourteen classes and took twelve 
first prizes for the following; Wealthy, 
Snow, McIntosh, Jonathan, Cox Or­
ange, Spitzcnlierg,' Yellow Newtown, 
Wagner, King, Northern Spy, Green-, 
ing, Delicious, ‘
Blenheim Orange was awarded sec­
ond prize'for that variety.
, iNo lurther details have been receiv­
ed but it follows from the results given 
that in addition to the gold medals, The 
Associated will receive’ approximately; 
£115 in cash prizes, and will have to 
their credit one winning of the silver 
Challenge Cups, which must, bc- won 
two years in succession or three times 
before they become the property of the 
winner.
Considering the increased competi­
tion, there being three times as many 
entries from Canada as in 1923, this is 
a remarkable achievement and should 
he a _ valuable advertiscincnt of our 
fruit in the Br-tish markets.' 
ASSOCIATED GROWERS OF B.C.
LIMITED.
.t  f. ^
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F r o m  H o l t a n J
W c have just opened up a sh.ipinent o |  this bcau- 
tifpl Art Ware, reasonably priced and ideal as a 
Christmas Gift. W e wiU be pl^s^^  
come in a n d /inspect the lirie arid will put away  
any article for you until Christmas, or when 
‘ ■ waritedi.;
PETTIGREW
J e w e l l e r  a n d  D i a m o n d  M e t c h d f ^ l
BACKED BY
Service aod Qiianty
YOt^E ORDERS W ILL BE APPRECIA^^
GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT ATTiENTiON
W m . p a u G  s o s f
Dealers in Masons! Supplies and Coal
Phone 66 , P-O. Box 166
THE SEASON IS NOW ON FOR BEAUTIFUL
CONCERTS
RADKM PmERS, $45J)0
MELCO SUPREME and all Standard Makes 
FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES IN  STOCK
m m m  furiutIire company
P E N D 0 2 I  S T R E E T Phone 33
T his advertisenient is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or the Government of British Columbia.
T H E  K E L O W N A  C O U R IE R  A N P , OKA N AG A N  O R C H A ED IB T
60̂  SCOUT COLUMN
Troop FIret l SeU Laat t 
Edited by ‘T ionccr.”
le t Kelowna Troop
' October 28th, 192̂  
Orders by Command for week end 
im ^N ov. 6th, 1924.,,
'Utica: Orderly Patrol for weeki 
Peavera; next fpr duty. Wolves.
Parades: The combmed Troop wi 
parade at the Scout Hall on Monday, 
November 3rd, at 7.15 plm.
There will be ao baakctball practices 
on Friday, the 31at Inst,, sts thia is the 
evening of the big ftiihual fancy dress 
dance given by our Ladies Auxiliary. 
This has now become the outstanding 
social event of the year for Kelowna’s 
I] juveniles as Well as a very interesting 
I,I,Occasion for the'adults. Wc trust that 
the hard vrprk whith the Atixiliary î l- 
ways dbCs for occasions of this ^ort 
will be rewarded' by a siibstantiiil at­
tendance. .
The , ndxt improvement which the 
Association is , undertaking tp the build­
ing is the installafion of plumbing anc 
shower bath^,.to which the ladies have 
offered to now bendj^their cncjrgics as 
well. A‘ small Icari-to v/ill be put on to 
thfi back of the Hdll and! the cost of 
thd whole work will : run to about $75(' 
Scoutmaster Bcaristo,' of Penticton 
was a visitor to Kelowna last week am 
stated that his Troop's three basket­
ball teams will be able to take us on in 
four or five weeks’ time. They wil 
come to, Kelowpa first, as they wish to
make the trip by carj so it is necessary 
Id-be aspirants for places on 
bur tieams to attend the practices faith-
fbr all woul
fully. There, is a verymoticeablc'differ 
ence in the pldying of those who at 
tend the practices and those who do 
not.
The Cougars and, Owls had a very 
hard fought battle last night and the
Coiii
cry
it gars itirprised themselves and ev- 
jr'one else by v̂ rihriirtg 9 to 4. Next
Monday thb Lynx play the Wolves.
Th^ Cougars gave a denionstration 
last bight of the 3rd Scout Law and 
the' acting was ^ood bu t' the demon­
stration was a little too short. Five 
I minutes is allowed for this purpose am 
Patrols should endeavour to use the
full period. This time a tiby walking a 
I long was suddenly attacked and knock
ed down by a ruffian who gave him a 
bad knock on the head. A Scout came 
along who frightened off the assailant 
I and. then carried the wounded one of: 
home with the fireman’s lift.
Scoutmaster Gray of, the 1st Rut­
land TrObp is now living in town am 
I has offered,to attend, our Monday Par- 
i ades and give, us. any assistance in his 
power which we much appreciate. 
There are so many tests to be passet 
that we can stand all the assistance we 
can i possibly get,
There were only four absentees from 
I last Monday’s meeting and one of 
I these was confined to his bed with 
game knee,' Scout Harry Weatherill. 
He had a fall while roaming dyer Knox 
Mountain and has been kept to his 
bed for over the past Week,, but we: are 
I glad to know he is making a good re­
covery.. ■■■ : _
’ The following Scouts expressec 
I themselves as being anxious to try am 
pass the Kim’s Game Test: Hardy, H 
Witt, Coojk, G, Lewers, Stirling, Gould 
Hall and: Cooper. They are asked to 
report at the Scoutmaster’s office on 
, the afternoon of Friday, the_ 31st inst., 
at 4.30 p.m., and any others in addition 
1 to those mentioned who wish to try the 
test may attend at that time as well.
Recruit . Duncan A. McNaughton 
passed his Tenderfoot Tefst before the 
Scoutmaster on the 21st’ ihst., but is.
I obtaining leave of absence from the 
Troop as he is goin§ to be absent in 
Vancouver for the winter.
A number of Guides from West- 
bank were visitors in town on Satur­
day'last and were the gueists of Co. 
li. of the Kelowna Guides. .
After a lunch a game of basketball 
Was played in the Scout Hall at̂  which 
the Westbank Guides demonstrated 
their superior skill by registering a se 
vere defeat on the Kelowna Guides.
Cheer up, girls, vve’ll do better next 
timel
 ̂W.V.A.
With the coming of autumn the local 
branch of the G. W. V. A. once more 
turns its thoughts to those members of 
the Services who laid down their lives 
for the Great Cause, and as is fitting 
at such a time, the chief place in the 
order of things will be given to the 
Armistice Memorial Service, which will 
be held in the Empress Theatre, kindly 
lent to the Association for the purpose 
by the management, on Sunday, Nov 
9th, at 3 p.m.
Ail members are requested to parade 
at the Club Rooms at 2.15 p.m. in or 
der that wreaths may be placed on the 
Memorial Column in the Park before 
the commencement of the service.
The B.C. halibut fleet will have to 
remain in harbour from Nov. 15th to
Saturday, Nov. 8th, will be devoted 
to the sale of poppies and full arrange­
ments are being made to see that every 
one has an opportunity of contributing 
to the Relief Fund. It is to be noted 
that all the poppies for sale are ex­
clusively made by disabled ex-service 
men, so that the whole of the moneys 
collected in this way will directly be­
nefit those cases of returned men that 
for one cause or another are in need 
of help.
Owing to the fact that Monday, Nov. 
10th, has been proclaimed a national 
holiday, to combine Armistice and 
Thanksgiving Day, the dance, which 
the G. W. V. A. have held annually, 
will have special significance this year,
POPPY DAY
SATURDAY
Feb. 15th in order to comply with the j and every effort will be made to make 
terms of the treaty made between Can- this dance an affair that will be enjoy-
ada and Ihn United States with a  p ‘'’TS,“ fo lL in g  Societida art giving 
of conserving the halibut banks on the U s ^heir moral support: Elks, Gyros, 
North Pacific Coast. There has been {Fire Brigade, W. A. to G. W.V.A., I.O.
D.E., Sons of England, Scottish Soc
NOVEMBER 8
a steady decrease in the amount of hali­
but caught in those waters during re­
cent years and the idea is to try to pre­
vent the depletion of this fish. The 
banks in the North Atlantic have &1-
iety, and a joint committee are work­
ing to make the dance one of the 
most successful of the season.
[a past issue in the fishing industry, 
ready been practically robbed of their | Even in Pacific waters halibut seldom
former supplies of halibut and are now | reach maturity.
RUTLAND
Rutland voters arc being surfeited 
with political meetings these days and 
no one entitled to a vote at the coming
Mrs. H. C. Hastings left on Tues­
day morning for Vaheouver, where] 
she will spend th e ' next two weeks 
visiting relatives.
TH U R SD A Y , O C TO B ER  SOtli, 1934
As in previous years, there will be 
a memorial service at the School in
is not made fully conversant with t h e ] ' T h e  arrangements'arc in the! 
views of tl)t! opposirtg'partics. That hands of the executive of the Rutland
qqucncc being poured from the plat- ranged for. I t is hoped that all who
form at the Community Hall. Prob 
ably never in the history of this dis­
trict have !thc residents had an opport­
unity of being Visited by politiijians of 
the first-rank and having the issues of 
the day discussed so fully as is 
case in the present by-clcction.
can will attend to pay a tribute of 
remembrance to the men of Rutland | 
and Ellison who laid down their lives
in freedom’s cause.* «' •




Followin ^ on Premier W. L. | 
The visit of a Premier of Canada is|Mackenzie  visit to Rutland on;
an event of considerable importance, I Fridajr, came some of the Conserva-
and .he people .bowed «teir app„ci. «v«
ation in turning out in large numbers tor the Burrard Division, and Sen-... ............ -e--— — o- ----- -----I Dcr ipr xnc ouiiiuu •**»« -'v..
to hear the Rt. Hon. W. L, Mackenzie ator J. D. Taylor. The Community
King, last Friday afternoon in the Com­
munity Hall. When the distinguished 
visitbr arriycri. accompanied by Min 
isters of his Cabinet and others, the 
hail was full and ttie Premier was ac­
corded
Hail was well filled, and the audience 
was, treated to another display oL ora­
tory from the Conservative point of 
view. ' , ,
Mr. Geo. Schofield presided and 
after an'address by Mr. E, C. 'Wed- 
deli, who coycred the ground^ in a |
li fn (
I t  P a y s  T o
UOK m d  Yoin p w m
Now is the time to Iced a good, reliable Mash, 
only tbe best ingredients used.
KARSWpOD POULTRY SPICE 
PRAT-f'S REGULATORS AND REMEDIES
FLOUR, FEED and CEREALS always fresh at the—-
KOgWM aOWERS’EXCHMIGE
, GA,SOLINE & OILS HAY, STRAW





 a hearty reception; Ur. W., trouble,for them to pass this bill.’’
, President of the Kelowna Lib- §,c floor and proceeded to criticize the “Well,’’̂ hcadde^_“^
A or4̂ t I #tocnriK4«/1 I I Will - KO D̂ Ck &ncl tcllk
after the singing of a verse of P  Can- as his boasted surplus of
ada,” in a few words got meeting I defails” to^oro^^'^thS*^ sucli I ^ ^ ^ h
underway.  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂ L
I
/i-MVl ',1.’; ' IV'
as itThe Horn Dh J. H. King was thc ^avb  iK ud ience  an idea of how
the Canadian National .Reilwaj,. I
LIMITED
first speaker. The white-hairdd Min- mous sunis of money 'wwe 
is tp ^ fy u b lic  Worlte tUd no, take-up
■mueh time and expressed h«s gratific- people's account. The speaker
to the 
dbfiedSc t----------- , . .Ir. Mackenzie King to, go into the
Mr. Rucl said.
They met again at eight in the ev­
ening, when Mr; McLeod Was there. 
He had heard in the meantime that 




there th&t afternoon, which was in I matter say he was not co^^
keeping with the reception the Prem- ? *£̂ o’pj ij. l,ay_
ier had received throughout the Pro- j„g been reduced, it had actually been of the bill aiid he was very much 
Vince. Dr. King is a pleasing s p e a k e r lS e a s ^
£ n f  w  S  now 6 Dcr cent T hehhat this branch line in its entirety
|aS?-dSmping clause tlso  came^n for U.aS uccessa^^
Senator Andrew Hayden followed L,Mention I district, and not only that, for the
but, although an effective speaker; was Senator J. D. Taylor .was the "ext welfare of the C an^ 
not heard to advantage by those at speaker^and confined h«^ $2,000,000 neccLary to build
back of, the hall. His remarks were g®j^^^^pg_^gg,^„^ *branch lines bill, the road into %  after p a y in g ^
devoted to what was really an intro- He said^that there was nb foundation of operatw^^^^  ̂
duction to Premier King. in fact for recent statements made to the cosy of th^^
The Hon. P. J. Cardin’s address was hhe^ people ' g!  000 they^had already invested ̂ in the
c^racterized by the direct way he puH ^  . j,y tbe prime enterprise. He was asked how much
things. I t may not be generally known Ujinister, wliich he had read only in interest ^ e y  were n tw  paying and 
that the Minister of Marine and Fish-1 the newspapers on this question j ^  -
PREPARE for WINTER
CALL IN AND SEE OUR 
STOCK OF
NEW AND USED
. . . T- . .1 vnrinnre with the and the only chance of salvaging that.n e ., wbo ..  a Freacb.^aad.an and jvh ch were utterly at vam  to e o ^ le te  the line . .  ,
whose name IS pronounced‘ Cardong, I .^0,1.* eî UHArntPlv with the! When M r., McLeod had finished.-------- —_ ----—̂—— — ---- or 1 Hpan mane aeiioeraLciy iiu ;— — ,,j ,r . ,
only started to learn to speak English intention of defrauding tkem "f their Uonie_Me caĤ ^̂
last August, (so we have been given franchise. The Senate placed no oh- _ ,,;,,biie Mr McLeod was soeakim? 
to understand at any rate), his struction whatever at any^tim^ so timely that
command of the English language is ® matter of fact, there was |hey could hot believe but T hat he had
all the more remarkable for that rea-1 no obstruction so far as he knew of | heer speciaUy^sei^^ for. Mr. Lanigan
son. 
as
. The Minister expressed himself I or any agreement, and he had not A e | |Pe"^^hree^quart^
so often • to
seen in British Columbia. This had •iUmv.HiatP^ronstruction of their rail- think of something else to say in dero- 
been bis firs,' .rip and he was return- r a 7 t x c e V  .he ?be |atio« of ̂  «heir .sebeme .ha. .he, (fte
arid more faith in Western Canada to^roceed with t^^ that I tee in their interests. The Senator ex-
than he had ever had before. He oon- ' t a m S t e T b i l ^  plained he was not *a member of, the |
tended that the depressed state of af-126~ in "number. They were passed by R^H.^ay Committee, but a Senator was t - • J a r* aj a fu witlToiit nue<5- privileged to address the committee.fairs in Canada was not confmed to the House of Commons without ques k  ahmit their cir-- -a -la- -J  *ho <;ennte 'Wheii He knew a great deal about their,cir-Canada as the countries of the Old tion and sent up to the Se a . ---- t,_ i._.» i._j au_ —
some months in theWorld were still suffering tro,m the I rr~ f,‘c ,.: ’ . - j  readings «.aaa. w -  .
consequences of the war. Canada had brief discussions. The Senate refer-1 Gkanagam fie knew, the^am^^
‘t-n  I they “reached t“he Sena^e'they received I cumstances, as, he had had the priyi-
f l ;^^^ ^nd second with|le&e of living^ for
 
red more rapidly than 
s had done and this view
had been expressed by one of the great-1 Jiiet'7ery informally, and was a sort |
NOTICE
P. BURNS & CO. 
are opening a
XMAS CLUB
An easy way to provide for 
your big Xm as Dinner.
CLUB OPENS 1st week in 
October; closes on the 23rd of 
December.
Come in and ask about i t
We Are Sure You Will Join.
6-130
..... ...... Drier settlers in this district in connec-
really recovered ore rapidly ‘h"" . them ^  with this enterprise, and pointed
other countrie  of that body as the ordma ^  * L u t that it was absolutely essential
- C.N.R. rtould ge.v.o Ke-
est statisticians of the U. Si He bf round table conference, where any *owna.Section after section was read bydenied .ba. ns a . . .n i .
ernment any of the industrial plants dealt ■with was ! 
r' ji 1 • J /-» ly a bill on whuCanada were closing down. O n ^  . -
the other hand, he contended that there give to the Senators any information hp®. bills subrnitte^ to P ^ h a i^ n t  as . •. u r • J . • S  . .1: h.. iriven So it Came from the Commons. He hadWere quite a number of industries J a t  they thought s h o u l^  the committee Under his
which were being developed in Eastern that when the branch hne^ ^  all oar- hand. It was there for anybody to




arger. Neither was it true that our|bM  ^^*ry^ing in their power to be I ^^.^^henzle King that the Sen^e cer- 
... ___  , . ^ to this bill.
citizens were leaving Canada in order | fully informed ^JS^estS They were told by Mr. George Gra-deal with the bill, it was suggestea v that +hi.to live in the States on account of the to10 ucai Will! wic uw., Minister of Railways, that the
to the Senate by several persons, had done so. Those messagespresent regime, it was the result of the r i ' M T n i e t t - r  in charee of Senate h . . . .
actions of the preceding administra-1 ^be bill, that there should be a confer-1 being scattered through this nd-
tion. He deprecated the action of the 1 ence to see whether or ""t " second hn^?^by^he^Li^^^^
Opposition speakers in going up He had read in the Kelowna news-.u_ That Minister was Mr. JJanauranori__ _ „ eo5H todown the country and preaching the I  ̂ fipfio'eA member of a report of an addre^ said to
gospd of despair wbich was responei- 5i„e, but
ble to a certain extent for some of the I gentleman was quite free in ms, ex j oc fhat this
Very emigration they complained of J  P’’®®®’"" ^an^*^fo^r*^wo hra^^ had ̂ bfen knocked
They' must be more hopeful for the jŷ ® h= oeWH fnr a conference from the first by Senator Taylor. If....._ ____ r -  hnes, and he_asked for a cimterence had anv soonsor attendine
uture development of our country, for between" the C. P. R. and the Canadian cver^^  ̂ T^ommUtee o? which
the future was full of hope and very | National Railways on the subject of "^y^^y member for the express
a PO®®‘hfe of th^^ of watching dev^opments and
Mr. D. W. Sutherland followed with 1 terests.___® opposition, he (the Sena-
iright
ivxr, u, vv, o LUcriciuu luuu cu vviixi i .*  ̂ _ xUa. n#»frrktiatmnQ were I *̂‘^̂ *̂ *̂****’***0 >-̂ *̂***
figbtiug speech, and bis remarks ap- "J,, i'„'omplete and that Mr. Beatty “ rt ™as wSc S d " b y  ̂ r^ '^M M - 
peared to be resented by a number of had gone to Emopg W.tb matters 
ns audience at the rear at times. His still there, Mr. W. H. McLCod, . .  and fair play to let him have
address was on the same lincs*as giv- ^oh^ng cngi ee fr,rmpr assistant ^  supporter from this riding; at least. .t- 1 tional Railways, and former "ssistanj cession of his first termen at other places. | Hanna, was heard. He said' *or the final session or nis nrst lerm
Tbe Rt. Hon. W. U  Mackenzie King I senator Taylor saidThex...- ... .w. ----------------  -- rniild rrocceaing, a i x i m luc
was well received on rising to, speak. | In his o p -1 third reading was moved in the Sen-
He spoke for over an hour, during | !|,';X„“\" ta i r  arrangem ent'betw een the Me on the fM^^^not be profitably resumedinion,’ a fair arrangement dclwccii. I "pv-— who was niainlv annoved 
which he gave an account of his stew- railways was all off and he s"PP°’'!f‘f Lhat he had ihc duty of d S g  s6. He
ardship since he came into office. He th^bill precasely as >t was made the most equivocal address theOn the last day of ‘h^ ®jJtings^ot ^
.......... . ................... Senator read from the final re-* I durand announced that they nacl,  ̂ Irkj-vrf of th#* Senate nrocecdincfs on
any bitterness towards his opponents. Uhed the end of their programnw wi^^ 9th. and explained that sL a to r
Whether his hearers agreed with him the exception of the Kamloops-KeW- inventor of the
GLORIA SWANSON
WORKED AS SALESGIRL
Picture Star Obtained Practical Ex­
perience In Preparation For Pro­
duction Of ’̂Manhandled'”
or not, they could not but be impressed | branch line hllh He turne^^  ̂ enabling of the bill and
'Ruel, who was the chief 9°""®?V°L*b! in the Senate treated the bill as hav-with the manly, straightforward way I c.N .’R. and appeared before the com-. internretation He
in which he stated his case. As he L ittc e  as the s p o k e s m a ^  Mackenzie King claimed
spoke in Kelowna at night, we must | Thornton, and saM, "What I responsible for inventing that phrase
refer onr readers to another part o t| sublian“ ally;
interpretation
was just as
Ruel?”'̂  M n  responsible for inventing
I desire the words had come from him
was after five o’clock when the for your treatment of our company m i M a c k e n z i e
National Anthem. I tion of the kindness you have extend- An amendment was made m the
,cd to US, In view of that kindness Senate to give the bill three months 
Nature has put on her autumn gar- with respect to the bills already dealt I hoist, and the two Senators to speak
ments, and the trees have mellowed with, we think it would be too much on it were from’ . a«k vou to oass this bill at this Brunswick, where branch line Dills hadbetter this year than has been the case to^^^sk you to pass been turned down. On the other hand,
or some time. All lovers of beauty! xHcn Mr. Ruel said that there was there were Senators from British Co-
cannot but be impressed with the lovely j present one of the members of fa r-  lumbia who "made a strong plea for
effect of the fall colours that meet their liament to whom he (the speaker) h a d ^ c  bill. Sir G eor^ Foster ̂ Mich^kn-- . n''L. A. I nlf csidv referred ds rcQUcstcd to go I Bradbury, Gideon Robertson, A4icnCn*eyes at every turn. The recent r a m s ^ ^ r^ y  Mr. McBride cr and others also supported it. On
are welcomed by the fruit Krowers, I £ been in steady the voting, 12 members supported the
and the fall irrigation being given by attendance at the committee for several j amendment and 56 were against the
the Black Mountain Irrigation Dis- days, walitirig for the bill to **®. **?*"?• a
trict will help send the trees into the Mr. McBride and he were sitting tt^ lo f their B.C. Senators. Amongst the 
winter in good shape before the freeze-1 srethcr. He said: ‘‘Have you_ heard 
up comes th a t,, Mr. McBride?” He replied: “I | (Continued on Page 8)
Gloria Swanson, famous film star, 
spent several strenuous days in prepar­
ation for her latest Paramount picture, 
“Manhandled,” which will be featured 
at the Empress Theatre on Friday and 
Saturday, Oct. 31st and Nov._lst. For 
one of these days she worked in one of 
New York’s largest department stores 
to get a line on how shop girls think 
and act. That is, she worked almost a 
day before the other girls in the store 
recognized her, despite the blonde Wig 
and dark glasses she wore for a dis­
guise. When Miss Swanson was recog­
nized there was no work done for the 
rest of the day at the notion counter, 
and the store management, in order to 
prevent a near riot, had to get her out 
of the back door as quickly as possible.
In the picture Miss Swanson p lap  
the role of a shop girl, who climbs 
the false social ladder of success, get­
ting silks and furs, only to find in the 
end that honest love is the best policy.
After her experience in the depart­
ment istore. Miss Swanson added, an­
other equalise picturesque adventure to 
her preparation for the part. She ate 
several meals in a Bronx boarding 
house, the kind that is pictured m 
"Manhandled.” • _
To cap the climax of her work in 
getting atmosphere for* the picture she 
picked the rush hour to take her first 
subway ride in New York. She fought 
the crowd at Times Square, followed 
the green line assiduously and did ev­
erything the underground commuters 
do twice a day in the big city.
"I got the biggest thrill out of the 
subWay,” declared Miss Swanson, when 
she. returned to the studio to begin 
work. "The experience in the depart­
ment store was novel, and I enjoyed 
it. So was the boarding house, but 
neither one of them could compare 
with the subway. When I went down 
in the big elevators at thc/Grand Cen­
tral station I discovered juSt how a 
sardine feels when he is canned-up and 
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Tohn Cowley, aged 85, sitting oti the driving scat of SfiSphcnBon 
toromntivr No l i  the first eng nc in the worlAtd draw a passenge 
f e r X o h  te n<iw o ,  c S h iW tW  
fireman;when this engine made its,, first appearance^
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(Continhed from Fage 1)
by the branches could be opened tip 
and utilized. The Conservatives vvere 
' riisihg the cry of protection in bt'dcr 
to obscure many important issues, ; but 
the truth of the matter was that under 
a Liberal ijoverntnent, such as at pres­
ent existed, the right kind of protection 
Was given all classes. The constituency 
would therefore m^ke an immense mis- 
: .’take if it did. not return ^ government 
supporter to represent the district dur­
ing the next two years; (Applause).
; He, personally, was there to state de­
finitely that he was ready to support 
the present administration as long as 
they continued to do their best for the 
people of Canada and carried out thpir 
pledges honestly, as in the past. (Ap­
plause.)
The chairman, Dn Knox, next made 
a short speech, stating how gratifying 
itiwas to see such a splendid turn-out 
and explained that an overflow meet­
ing was being held in the .Wesley Hall 
at which the same speakers could be 
heard as at the larger gathering. He, 
personallyj would not take up much of 
the audience's time but would simply 
advise those who had always voted on 
purely, party lines, but who desired to 
be good citizens, to consider their posi­
tion during this present contest and be 
true to themselves and-their own inter­
ests. If after hearing the Premier 
-speak, they thought he was a man who 
; was acting in the best interests of the 
country, it would be their, duty, to back 
him up by returning, a Liberal repre­
sentative for this constituency. He 
woul^ call on Hon. J. H. King, Min-̂  
ister of Public Works, to address them.
The Minister of Public Works
Hon. Dr. King began his speech by 
remarking that never in his political 
experience,' which covered a number 
of years, had he. known what had al­
ready happened that evening. The 
'meeting had been called for 8 p.m. and 
on arrival at the theatre the speakers 
advertised had found every seat taken 
and the meeting proceeding without 
formality. Meanwhile it had been ne- 
' cessary to hold an overflow meeting. 
The meeting had been called in the in-- 
terests of the Liberal Party and under 
the auspices of the Kelowna and Dis- 
;trict Liberal Association, yet on ar­
rival the members of the government 
had found a Progressive member, a 
man who had been elected as independ­
ent of both the old political parties, ad­
dressing the audience and advising his 
hearers to vote for a government sup­
porter as their representative; All who 
had heard Mr. McBride would do well 
to recollect that that gentleman had 
not been elected as a supporter of the 
present administration. The member 
for Cariboo on arrival at Ottawa had 
been at first suspicious of the Liberal 
Government he had found in office 
therc^ but as time went on and he had 
noticed that the Cabinet had tried to 
live up to its pre-election agreements 
he had given it his support, and it was 
the support of men of independent 
thought which enabled vthe Mackenzie 
King government to carry on. Thus 
Mr. McBride’s action was a message 
to the .people of Yale and was equiv­
alent to stating that he was satisfied 
with the administration.
Continuing, Dr. King stated that the 
government could not be held respon­
sible for the necessity of.holding the 
by-election. Providence had seen fit 
to remove from the midst of public life 
the late Mr. J. A. MacKelyie, a man 
whom everyone respected and who was 
one of his own personal friends in spite 
of the fact that the late member for 
Yale had sat on the Opposition bench­
es. The government .had, still . two 
years to hold office, therefore a by- 
election was necessary. He under­
stood that there had been too many el­
ections in the Okanagan recently, 
f  Laughter.) On the other hand, the
magnificent attendanee that evening 
was evidence that people wished to 
|nctt the Premier and to be informed 
first hand of yhat the government had 
,'done and ̂ intended to do. Personally^ 
he was not surprised i at there being 
such a large gathering there that night, 
being well aware that B.C. people be­
lieved in giving , support tP govern­
ments which acted rightly. Thirf could
the speaker went on to say, on'reach­
ing office had realized the financial 
condition the Dominion was in and had 
effected economics. They had found 
as a legacy left them by their predeces­
sors an cnormdus imtional debt and 
financial obligations p f  all kinds, in­
cluding an enormous pension list. Re­
alizing that the whole wealth of the 
Domir^ion, or at least by far the great­
er portion of it, lay in the natural 
resources of the country, the greater 
part of wldch were still untouched, the 
Premier had decided as a means of les­
sening taxation, and the only means 
available for that purpose, the reduc­
tion of the tariff on articles necessary 
for the carrying on of the'basic indus­
tries of the country. Agriculturists 
had ' found their efforts crippled for 
want of markets, wheat growers suf­
fered from the same causc  ̂ the popula­
tion of the Dominion not_ being able 
to consume what the Oountfy, could it­
self produqeV ,Tbe sunio state of af­
fairs existed m the ‘fishing i and lumb­
ering industries, so the efforts of, the 
present administration had been direc­
ted towards so increasing thd prosper­
ity of those iemployed in the basic in­
dustries that they cotild .produce as 
cheaply as possible and be thus, in a 
position to compete in the markets o 
the world. The expanding trade o ’ 
Canada showed that the policy of the 
government was bearing fruit. In few 
words this'policy meant the reduction 
of the cost of implements necessary for 
production*.
Dr. King th^n Spoke <in eulogistic 
terms of the natural resources of B.C 
and asked 'what use these resources 
could possibly be to the' residents o ’ 
the ifrovince unless larger markets were 
secured for the products of the mines 
lumber camps, fishing stations anc 
other industries which depended for
BRdl^N KASHA BUTT<;iiilET^»I)H
THE TAN KASHA FROCK
also be sajd of the whole of Cqnad# ^ profit entirely on expott trade. The
and' it was gratifying tb the present 
federal administratibn ' that large 
crowds had greeted the ' Premier ,ever 
since he had left Ottawa to make the 
tour of the West.
Dr. King next read extracts of the 
Speech recently delivered in Kelowna 
by Hon. Dr.' Manipn, in which the lat­
ter bad taken the: present government 
to task* for incompetency, and he stat­
ed that though he had sotne personal 
regard for Dr. Manion as a member of 
his own profession, still, when the 
member for Fort W^illiam made public 
statements which were not in accord­
ance with facts, it would be his duty to 
refute them. Dr. Manion was, he ex­
plained, once an enthusiastic supporter 
of Sir Wilfred Laurier, but during the 
past few years of his political career 
had turned Conservative, The mettib.er 
for Fort William had been fierce in his 
denunciation of the present administra­
tion,. but had not mentioned, the fact 
that the Liberal Government during 
the three years it had held office had 
changed a deficit of $92,000,000 into a 
surplus of $35,000,000 and had. reduced 
taxation by $24,000,000. (Applause.) 
He, Dr. King, would leave it to the 
audience as to whether such a feat 
could have been accomplished by any 
government which was inefficient or Jn- 
competent. The Leader of the (Oppos­
ition and his followers were, when 
speaking of this achievement of the 
Liberal government, in thp habit of 
stating that the figures quoted were in­
correct. Such, however, was n o tth e  
case, the figures were absolutely cor­
rect and were made up by the same 
officials who did, this* work for the 
Meighen administration, who used the 
same system of bookkeeping always 
adopted by the Department of Finance, 
a . system also used by Sir Henry 
Drayton, the Ontario Government and 
practically every province of the Dom-̂  
inion. Not only were the figures cor­
rect, but they showed that the present 
administration had adopted every 
in cans available for reducing the bur­
dens of the people of Canada. The 
present trade balance of the Dominion, 
$200,000,000 in favour of Canada, also 
gave ample evidence that under, the 
present administration Canadian trade 
with other countries was increasing by 
leaps and bounds. This favourable 
trade balance, considering the condi­
tion of affairs when the Mackenzie 
King government took over the reins 
of office, was something that any busi­
ness firm dr group of financial experts 
would consider a really wonderful 
thing to have' brought about in a few 
years’ time.
, The statement made by Conservative 
speakers that a constituency would na­
turally receive'as much when represen­
ted by a member of the Opposition as 
if it returned a supporter of the govern­
ment, Dr. King classified as not being 
true to human nature. Mr. J. "W. 
Jones, he understood, had continually 
harped on that string and had been 
“putting things over” the people of the 
South Okanagran for a long time. He, 
Dr. King, had sat in the Provincial 
Legislature with Mr. Jones and could 
state as a fact that though the South 
Okanagan had indeed received its share 
of lyhat t'he Provincial Government had 
to give, it was not because of any ef­
forts on the part of Mr. Jones, (a 
voice, “we ha^ to get it from Vernon'* 
and laughter), but because the Liberal 
Party, when in office, tried to do what 
was right and for the benefit of the 
ppople of every constituency.
The., Mackenzie King government.
government was thaking every effort 
to increase the markets r abroad for 
Canadian produce and neqded tke sup 
iport of the people in their endeavours 
Dr. King next spoke shortly On the 
question of the non-completion of the 
Pkanagan. branches of the Canadian 
National Railway, going into back his­
tory to show that the people of the 
Okanagan' had been humbugged an< 
fooled in regard to the building of these 
lines since 1910. In 1921, the Meighen 
government had, he said, made a pre 
tence of starting work in order to se­
cure Votes; Since the advent of the 
Mackenzie King administration ah 
honest effort had been made to get the 
lines coihpleted. He himself had ser­
ved, at the request of the Prime Min 
ister, on a committee which looked into 
the value of each branch dine advocatec 
in the first bill that was brought down 
in order, to provide funds for branch 
lines for the C.N.R., and had pointed 
out to the other members of the com­
mittee and the railvyay authorities what 
an immense aniount of, “long haul’ 
tonnage could be' expected if the Okan 
agan branches were built. The conse­
quence was that the bill passed the 
House of Commons, but not the Sen­
ate. The second bill, a separate one 
this time, also passed the House last 
summer and the Railway Comuiittee of 
the Senate had finally said, “we would 
like you to carry on negotiations with 
the C.P.R. and to see if it is possible to 
provide transportation facilities for the 
Okanagan without duplicating existing 
facilities.’* If Conservatives would tell 
the whole truth their position in this 
campaign would be s'trbnger. People 
were going around saying that no con­
ditions were attached to the bill, How­
ever, the Senate would not have passed 
the bill unless an understanding had 
been reached that negotiations would 
first of all be entered into with the 
C.P.R.
Another cry of the Conservatives in 
the present election. Dr. King contin­
ued, was that the present government 
sacrificed B.C. interests in. order to 
placate the people of the Prairie Prov­
inces, and in this connection he would 
like to -quote the words of Rt. Hon. 
Arthur Meighen in 1920: “you know 
where I am. I do not believe in a 
high tariff. When Sir Wilfred took 
office the average Customs duties were 
30 per cent. The •government had de­
cided to reduce the tariff and had made 
right decision.'* Mr. Meighen, the 
speaker stated, had further said that the 
tariff on foreign goods had averaged 
28.3 during the tenure of office by Sir 
Wilfred Laurier, but that the Conser­
vatives on forming a government had 
reduced that figure to 26 per cent. Now 
the same. Mr. Meighen was stating that 
a high tariff was the country’s only 
salvation. The present administration 
disagreed with Mr. Meighen, its be­
lief was in a reasonable tariff for the 
benefit of the ba'sic industries of the 
country. (Cheers.)
The Minister of Marine and Fi.sheries 
The chairman next called on Horn- 
P. J. A. Cardin, Minister of Marine and 
Fisheries, and* that gentleman, who 
spoke fluently but with a decided 
French accent, almost at once made a 
decided “hit** with the audience. He 
began his remarks by stating that he 
shared the dissatisfaction of those who 
had to listen to him before hearing the 
Prime Minister. He was in entire sym­
pathy with Mr. Mackenzie King’ and 
had been one of his .devoted followers 
ever ’ ‘since listening to the Premier 
make his first speech in the' Province
<ee
■ Kasha remains at the. height of ,thc 
m'ode. This , material is so soft .and at­
tractive and wears so well that 'tnany 
women are favouring it for their one 
piece Fall and, Winter frocks.
The'model above owes its smartness 
to its lovely'material and to:thc simplf 
city of its style.
The colour is a delightful tan, am 
the frock is made with an . inset o ' 
pleats across the front. Buttons cover­
ed with brown kasha extend down the 
front and reappear in smaller Versions 
bn the cuffs.
of Quebec, a p p v in ^  which only men 
of the calibre of the Preniier really un­
derstood and sympathized with. ; Per- 
sohallly, he thought it a good thing for 
members of the government tb visit al 
parts of the Dominion; the trip to B.C, 
had been of immense interest to him 
and in this connection he wbuld like to 
State that it wbuld be a good thing 
for citizens of the West to get acquain 
ted with Eastern Canada. There shbulc 
be no “East”, no “Wiest** and as far as 
he was concerned only one thing ap 
pealed to him, the welfare of Canada 
(Applause.) I t  could not possibly be 
right for the East to prosper' and the 
West to have hard times, or vice yersa, 
and by rights all portions of the Dom­
inion should enjoy peace, prosperity 
and happiness, and journey forward to­
gether in the same: paths of politica 
liberty.
Mr. Cardin then spoke of his trip 
into the Okanagan as having been of 
immense interest'to him, some of the 
country he had seen had even com­
pared well with portions of his native 
province. - He hoped that the audience 
would hot “give him away” after making 
that remark as if it was known in Que 
bee that he had made such an assertion 
he might be called to task by some of 
his supporters. (Laughter.) How­
ever, the finest thing he had seen yet 
on his travels in B.C. were the lovely 
sparkling eyes of the beautiful ladies 
in the audience. He. hoped this state­
ment would not be reported to his fel 
low citizens in his native province. 
(Much laughter.)
Getting down to business, Mr. Cardin 
asserted that the present administration 
at Ottawa had not yet been able to 
cure all the evils caused by the bad 
government which had preceded it. It, 
however, had gained the cbnfidence -of 
the people. True, since the war Can 
ada had been passing through difficult 
days, but all countries of the world 
were experiencing the same hard times, 
such leading nations as Great Britain, 
France and the United States not having 
regained their pre-war status. Canada 
had no need to fear the future before 
her as that future was a bright one— 
as bright as the light in the eyes of the
r-  ̂BAnBCR'ElUb
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ladies present (Laughter.) The pres­
ent government had brouglit about a 
bctter'ng of the condition of the people. 
It had balanced the budget and had 
created a surplus. The Opposhioh 
might say that other causes had con­
tributed'to the succeis achieved, but 
that was due, to tfjc efficiency of the 
present administration. (Loud ap­
plause.) It was now possible fbr the 
pcbplo of Canada to go tO the money 
markets of the United States and bor­
row money at 4j4 per cent and the 
Canadian dollar was at h premium, 
Those facts in thcriisclvcs sh j'wcd that 
th'2 financiers of the States had full 
corh'dence in those who were in power 
at Ottawa. Stich being the case, it was 
only natural that the citizens of the 
Dominion should share that confidence. 
There was no need for the gospel of 
despair, the balance' of foreign trade 
this year was ,,$20(),(100,000 in Canada’s 
favour. In fact no further proof was 
needed tq show that the future of the 
country was bright indeed. He, the 
speaker* was not at all afraid of com? 
paring his own country with the Unit­
ed States, the condition of the States 
not l>y any means being ’ a s ' rosy as 
many-ipeoplc,would, like tp, niakc oiit. 
In the New England States tlic tcxtMc 
industry was, experiencing a period of 
depression, many mjlls were closed and 
several were on the verge, of bankru-^ 
ptcy. In the towns “bread lines’* were 
formed. This-was in the most highly 
protected country in the world. A very 
celebrated United States citizen had 
qpeniy ptated in a recent interview 
with the,press that CanadayyaS recover­
ing from the war much quicker than his 
t)wh country. So no attention should 
therefore be paid to those who went 
up and down tbe country preaching the 
gospel of despair.
Continuing, Mr. Cardin stated that 
the government had done its best to 
help the farmer and was now teady tp 
help genuine industrial enterprise. It 
Was not willing, however, to give as 
sistance directly or indirectly to com­
panies whose stock was watered, and, 
while speaking on this topic,' he men­
tioned; several instances where share 
holders had profited immensely thro 
ugh reorganizations of the companies 
they had invested in by receiving addi­
tional stock in the hew companies for 
which they paid nothing. “We are not 
prepared,*; he stated, “to'sacrifice the 
many for the benefit of the few.” 
Certain sections of the Eastern press 
had. made a great fuss and had stated 
that the textile and other industries in 
Canada were going to be ruined 
through certain alterations having be6n 
made in the tariff, but had altered their 
tone on it being proven that such was 
not the case and those industries about 
which such a calamity howl had .been 
made- had not been affected at all. As 
a matter of fact a great deal of good 
had been accomplished by the changes 
made in the tariff and the government 
intended to continue its policy of legis 
latirtg for the people and not for any 
particular claiss. Mr. Meighen had 
stated that two thousand Canadian 
factories had closed down since the 
Liberals took over the reins of govern­
ment, but, in spite of the depressing 
effect such a statemerit would naturally 
have on the minds of many people, 
never produced the list of these works. 
If the list did in reality exist it would 
in all probability contain the names , of 
many companies which had altered 
their official designation through , re­
organization,' of others which had gone 
to the wall through the bad manage­
ment of their directors, or of still others 
which had had to enlarge their opera­
tions instead of having to close down.
Regarding statements made by Con­
servative speakers to the effect that 
since the present government had been 
in office there had been an enormous 
exodus of Canadians to the United 
States, Mr. Cardin stated that it was 
to be assumed from those statements 
that such: a thing as people leaving 
Canada in numbers had never happen­
ed before, whereas previous to the time 
when Sir Wilfred Laurier became the 
Premier there had been periods of de­
pression when enormous numbers of 
people had emigrated from the Domin­
ion. Whole villages had become de­
populated. For instance, many French 
Canadians had emigrated to the New 
England States, there being something 
in the soul of the French habitant 
which made him yearn for the States 
at the first sign of depression in his 
pwn land. This movement was not a 
night to morning affair,” but was 
caused by a state of depression lasting 
over lengthy periods. At the present 
time a change for the better was tak­
ing place and the sons of Canada were 
returning to their .own land at the ap­
proximate rate of 5,000 per month. 
(Applause.) Concluding his address, 
:VIr. Cardin thanked the audience for 
the hearty welcome given him. It was 
a pleasant thing for a French Canadian 
to know that he could, get such a wel­
come out West. It made him feel at 
lomc, and he would make a point of 
telling his fellow citizens of Sorel what 
a generous welcome he had received in 
B.C. He closed his remarks by oUe 
more reference to the beauties of the 
country he had seen, again paid a com- 
>liment to the ladies present and re­
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(Continued from Page 2) LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
twelve there-was not a single Senator 
from B. C., hone from Saskatchewan, 
none from Alberta and none from On­
tario.
The bill was assented to on July 
24th, and ever rince the government 
had had full authority to proceed with 
the line. Their opponents might say, 
perhaps, that they could not raise the 
money overnight, but he read the act 
to show how the money was to be 
obtained. He . asked what more 
complete authority could they want to 
enable the work of construction and 
completion of the line to proceed forth­
with. .The authority was absolutely 
complete, and there was ho reason for 
the present delay.
After Mr. J. "W. Jones had announ­
ced that the Rt. Hon. A , Meighen, 
ex-Premier, and Hon. Dr. Tolmie 
would speak at a meeting in that hall 
tbe following Thursday afternoon, the 




Kelowna, B. C., -
27th October, 1924.
To the, Editor, 
Kelowna Courier.
The newspapers of New York use up 
about 1,500 tons of newsprint daily, 
which means that more than 150 acres 
of forest land is stripped seven times a 
week to keep the presses running in 
the one metropolis.
THE d ip l o m a t
(Continued on Page 6)
She (looking at simple birthday pre­
sent) : I'm a little disappointed, dear.
I thought you were going to get me 
a string of pearls.
Hubby: Pearls? 'What do you want 
with pearls, darling, with such gorge­
ous teeth!
Dear Sir,
Last Friday, I happened to be one 
of those who had the privilege of Jis- 
tening to the Right Honourable Mac­
kenzie King, Premier of all Candda. 
and, like many others, looked forward 
to hearing a statesmanlike exposition 
of the policies of our Dominion and 
our Empire. -
I must admit, however, in onp, Res­
pect I was disappointed, for, iri re­
ferring to our present by-election,', he 
distinctly gave us to understand that 
unless we elected a supporter M  hia 
party we could not expect the Cana­
dian government to give US. any sup­
port or ‘ assistance in matters which 
affect us locally. Surely this cannot 
be true; for’if it is, it js a'scandalously 
immoral state of affairs. When a 
vernment in office declines to do Jts 
duty by that part of the countfpr Which 
fails to elect a member of its owA 
political persuasion, it seems to' me 
it is time tha t' th e . people got busy 
and exercised their right of ffartchise -,, 
and did everything in their power tî  
weaken the party carrying on the go-*-• 
vernment in such a manne^' and pijitr: 
it out of office. • ;
Such blackmail cannot be permitted 
in such a country of freedom as Cana­
da.
Yours'truly, '
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DR. J . W. II. SHEPHERD
DEN TISf
Cor. Pondoai St. &  Lawrence Avo.
micr King’s own word (Or it that we 
will continue to ro^^i^c the same pro- 
inter* cannot
BUKNE & WEDDELL
Barrieter, ?6Ucjtora and 
Notaries Public >
T E i l . i . h c d % f ■
KELOWNA, B.C.
NORRIS&MOWILLWMS
b a r r i s t e r s , s o l ic it o r s ,
NOTARIES PUBLIC 
(SucccBBora to R» B* _
Roweliffe Block.' i' Kelowna, B.C.
RITCHIE & S n W
b a r r i s t e r s , SOLICITORS 
n o t a r i e s  p u b l ic
Willita Block Kelowna,
ELISCTRic I^ROUBLES
cannot bo clitninatcd by mere ordiir- 
*ary mcchanicB. YbU get the Bcrvicca 
of a flkillcd electrician here at the 
price you will have to pay. for infer­
ior scrviccB elsewhere. w,c confine 
our work to this one line and for 
that rcaflbn arc aWo to ;give you 
efficient results. We arc ignition 
and, lighting', spccialista.
‘ We carty a full, line of ignition 
; parts., 'V ,y,
Come in and hear the RADIO.
T h o m s o n  &  C o p e
EVERYTHING K EC T R IC A L
'Phono-1.342
H E R B E R T  V .
b a r r i s t e r -a t -l a w  
SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC
(Late Registrar of Titles, Kam  ̂
loops),
'KELOW NA - B .C .
MRS. A . i. PRITCBARD
L.R:A;M., A.R;QM.
Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and Theory.
Studio: Corner of Richter St. and
^ c y  Av^Phone 225-L3; P.0.294
THE KEIOWNA PIOMBINO 
ind SHEET METAl WORKS
W. G. SCOTT, Proprietor 
'Fhonesl ' Bus. 164 Res. 
P.O.Box 22
VERNON GRANITE &
m a r b l e  CO:
Quarrying and Cu^tpne Contra^  ̂
ors. Monuments  ̂* Tombstones and 
General Cemetery Work 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained fromiR. Minhs, Local Agent
' F . W . G RO V ES
M. Can. Soc. C. B.  ̂ ,
Consulting, Civil and Hydraidic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
Surfeynand'E®!*®*’̂® Irrigation Works ■ •A..Aiii.n*inn*for VVater T.lcenscs• pplications for Water
KELOWNA. B.C.
ABBOTT &  McDOUGALL
B C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 




Plastering and Masonry 





p h o n e  390 BOX 399
SP E C IA L  SE T S  
A T  r e d u c e d  p r i c e s
May be obtained for a short 
time.
See them at Wilkinson’s Office.
For D em onstra tion  Phone 475
THE CORPORATION OF THE 
“  CITY OF KELOWNA
. ' Property For Sale Or Rent 
, The Municipal Council invites appli- 
. catibns to purchase o'* ‘I®"*
..Bl6ck 13, in Registered Plan 202 (on 
the'North side of Lawson Avenue).
The house on this Proper^y was_er- 
cctcd under the provisions of the Uet- 
tcr Housing Act” and. the purchaser 
. of the property would receive the bene­
fit of the low rate, of interest (5%) 
fixed by tho Act.
For; further particulars apply to 
■ Alderman Shepherd or the undersigned
G. H. DUNN.
Kelowna, B.C, City Clerk.






GOOD FOOD is a teal necessity in 
order to . maintain good health. 
SUTHERLAND’S White .Bread is 
enjoyed by an ever increasing curcle 
of ̂ patrons who recognirc it^  true. 
healthful value. Others find Bread 
satisfaction in the B r o ^  Loaf 
Which in addition to the fuUi natural | 
value of the Whole wheat berry, con- 1  
taiiis- the tougher flaketl of bran' so j 
essential, an, aid tp digestion.
Have you, reader, experienced A e|
healthful and appetizing proijerties 
of bur. Bread? If not, determine to |
do so 'right away.
PHONE 121
Sutherianil’s Bakery
Phoiie' 121 Bernard Ave. i
D I A M O N D
R IN G S
' '
W e have an unusually large 
assortment of D IA M O N D  
RING S at present. Mounted 
in the very new est B E L A IS. 
white gold carved settings.
Single stone settings, $17 to ^ 5
» ” ” $37.50 to $70
»• " *’ $75 to $320
Cluster and Dinner Settings—
$37.00 to $190.00
Also many pretty DIAMOND 
RINGS in combination with 
Rubies, Sapphires, Emeralds and 
Pearls, etc.
It is always a pleasure to show 
our Rings.
MEN W A N TED
To Learn Big Money Trades 
Only few weeks required. Choose I 
the.Trade you like best and start 
training at once. We teach Ehgun- j 
ecring, Auto Tractor Mechanics, 
Tire Vulcanizing, Welding and Bat­
tery Work, Electrical Ignition, Tile 
Setting, Bricklaying. Plastering, 
also the Barber Trade (both Men 
and Women Barbers). Write near­
est Branch to you for Big Free 
Catalogue and special offer.
HEMPHILL TRADE SCHOOLS LTD.
Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon 
Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver,
Victoria, Toronto, Montreal, 
Minneapolis, Duluth, Fargo.
tection. In our i t rests, we 
overlook that. . . t
"Now this protection is on, and 1 
want tb say that you Will never get 
morb righteousness in its admimstraJ' 
tion than you have bad frorn this gov­
ernment and from its minister, .Hon. 
Mr. Bureau. I repeat that, as growers, 
we cannot afford to overlook what this 
government has‘ done for us.
Mr- Bulman also declared that the 
government was entitled .to crcait, and 
recognition for ,*othcr things it had
done for the growers by way of facili­
ties. The Associated Growers, he said, 
had asked for prc-cooIing plants, bui
last year the government had adopter. -------- ------ *a policy of economy‘and retrenchment 
and it could not look with favour / on
lany large new expenditures. However, 
Hon. Mr. Motherwell, Minister of A 
griculturc, had studied conditions here 
and had insisted that something must 
be done. The result was that a b c ^  
ning was made by placing $40,00U in 
I the estimates for plants at. Salmon 
Arm and ' Kelowna. . /
In addition to this, said Mr. Bulman, 
the government had, taken the .jsalcs 
tax off boxes and among other''things 
had taken the duty off grading machin­
ery, which could be got only from the 
U, S., thus saving %rgc sums to the
growers. ' » n i
Touching on freight rates, Mr. Bul- 
man declared ’ that in restoring ' the 
Crow’s Nest Pass rates, the govern­
ment had to do what it did because it 
was a matter of contract I f , there was 
discrimination in rated between d^cr- 
ent points, it was the duty of the Rail­
way Commission to remove It.
With regard to the Kelowna-Kam­
loops branch.Jine, Mr. Bulman said 
that while hc'%a8 by no means satis­
fied with the situation, he wanted to 
be fair. He could not place Ihc blame,' 
but at the same time he did not think 
it fair to blame the government.
"This government has voted the 
money twice and they put no strings 
on it. It is ' quite 'Cvident that Sir 
Henry Thornton is negotiating with 
the (5.F.R. There are people who say
jld settle theIthat Premier King cou 
thing at once by giving orders to 
Thornton, but I do not aeree.. Pre 
i mier ■ King has placed Sir Henry 
Thornton in absolute charge of the 
}Canadian National, railways and , has 
announced that they are out of pohUcs. 
That being so, we cannot expect him 
to interfere or give • orders. We have 
I the Premier’s promise that so ,*ar .as 
1 the government is concerned, the line 
I will be built, and that is good enough 
I for me.”
I WHO IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR C.N.R. SITUATION?
Kelowna, B.'C., Oct. 25th, 1924. 
The Editor, Kelowna Courier.
Sir, . ■
The majority of those who heard the 
Premier last Friday do not appear to 
have derived much comfort^ or satis­
faction from the explanation he gave 
regarding the railroad situation. He 
gave us to understand that the Senate 
would only pass the bill conditionally 
on negotiations being entered into with 
the G.P.R. As a party politician he 
naturally throws all blame for this 
state of affairs on the Conservative 
members of the Senate.
However, the statute as passed makes 
no mention of these negotiations.
The man in the street is generally 
under the impression that a statute 
once' passed becomes law as w.orded, 
1 and cannot be varied or deleted except 
by further legislation.
If this is the case, perhaps the lead- 
I er of the Opposition will, on Thursday, 
help us to understand how it is pos­
sible to maintain what at first sight 
appears to be^an unconstitutional ac 
tion. Also where the responsibility 
(if any) lies. The Premier clearly led 
us to infer that he, as leader of the 
government, disclaims all responsibil­
ity.- - ,
Is it not a fact that the Minister who 
speaks for the government in the Sen­
ate prompted the negotiations that now 
delay action, and that the desire of the 
gejpernment to have only the one line 
into the Okanagan is the real reason 
for the present delay?
Mr. Mackenzie King wishes to curb 
the powers of the Senate. Why then 
does he pay attention to mere under­
standings from that body not expressed 




The "wise order” of things has decreed 
this. On the basis that a man, or 
men, has a right to think and act as 
he or they may see fit, there has 
Jjcen built up the greatest civilization 
the world has cvet known.
Dr. Frank Crane says: "The millenn­
ium will come, not when we have whip­
ped the last wayward soul to obedience 
to some authority, but when wc shall 
have left off governing, punishing, re­
warding, and altogether managing men 
and 'doing, good’,' and shall have learn­
ed to trust men, not because they have 
come under, the yoke .of ,ouî  notion, 
hut hecayse they have lived out no­
tions of their own.” ' t
Wc predict,. Mr. Editor, that in the 
short space of two or three seasons 
the foolishness of all tliis friction will 
)c apparent to all. In the meantime, 
lowcvcr^ the writer would like to point 
out one thing, among the many, that is 
fiemg done to* feed the "fire of hatred’ 
not only among your jgrowers but a- 
mbng yAur contmiinity large. ’
In writing this letter,it is the inten­
tion (ff the writer to be fair to all org­
anizations in, the realm of marketing, 
in as much as cadi and every organ­
ization has a right to do business if 
done fairly and squarely without re­
sorting to questionable tactics.
Truthfulness is one of the great as­
sets any man or .body of men-may pro­
fitably embody in their business, and if 
they are not sufficiently w'isc to use 
this greatest of all assets; why all that 
can be said of them is, that they are in­
competent and are consequently a tem­
porary menace to all business, and a 
permanent handicap; to the 'cause of 
which they are an advocate.,
In the "Markets Bulletin” of Sept, 
the 27th there appears in the Saska­
toon report a comment on the price of 
McIntosh, applqs. I t .states, that "wrap­
ped McIntosh are selling for $2.50,” 
and right under this item it says, "In­
dependent’s price, $2.15 to $2.25.” The 
writer is not herewith trying to defend 
the houses that sold foV $2.15 and $2.25, 
but he wishes to deny the false state­
ment made, that all independent hous­
es did sell at the figures quoted, as 
when the report says “ Independents’ 
price”, it means all independents.
Lest there be some “doubting Thbm- 
■kses” who are “religiously Associated,” 
and I ,use the word "religiously” advis­
edly, since it means ‘•prescribed doct­
rine,” let me say that The Roweliffe 
Fruit Company of Siskatopn did not 
sell at $2.15 nor $2.25 as the Editor of 
the ‘‘Markets Bulletin” would want the 
growers to believe, but instructed their 
house to withdraw temporarily from 
the market.
I submit, Mr. Editor, that this falsi­
fying of things is bad stuff with which 
to feed the "fire of hate” already burn­
ing in your valley, and it makes it all 
the worse ■when it comes from a main 
appointed by the Government to re­
port, -writh an unbiased mind,, market 
conditions bn the Prairies. Just while 
at this point, would it not be well for 
the "independent’’ grower and elector to 
make represientations to the Govern­
ment to have this evil remedied, or if 
necessary femoved, since the facts of 
the case already cited are not true, and 
can be taken in no other manner than 
that the report is intended as a knock 
for those outside of hisi pet organiza­
tion, viz., the Association.
The Editor of the Bulletin Uses the 
wotd “band wagon”. • He says: "be­
cause of Consignment, j^owers must be 
convinced that they 'will have to get 
on the united band wagon”. The 
‘‘band wagon” phraseology is the ex­
pression of a sentiniental mind, and 
might mean anything in its applied 
qubtation, from a "seeming drunken 
success,” to a "sinking ship,” but if he
means that the “band wagon is a pre-
IN^EPENDENT CRITICIZES
MARKETS COMMISSIONER
P O U L T R Y  
Husbandry can be made to pay 
well if you follbw ttie p ^ n  direc­
tions contained m our Home Stu­
dy Course prepared byjpractical, 
expert poultrymen and nigluy en­
dorsed by students and the Mst 
Canadian authorities on p o u w  
raising. Free booklet is youjs 
asking. •Write Shaw Schijols, 
Poultry Section Dept., 46 Bloor
SUBSCRIBE TO, THE COURIER
St. W., Toronto.
Regina, Sask., Oct. 21st, 1924. 
The Editor, Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
The writer having been privileged to 
read your paper regularly for the past 
two seasons through the courtesy of 
our accountant, Mr. Old, is fully aware 
of the wrangling and jangling that has 
been going on in your valley, caused by 
two factions of growers who cannot 
see eye to eye in the matter of market­
ing their fruit.
The old Indian said that “if every 
one t^iought alike, every one woult 
l.want his squaw”. This sayiiig of the 
Indian only illustrates the true fact, 
that he thought differently from others 
and others thought differently from
1 im, and there is nothing on record to . - ’ __ 1 ‘.show that any one interfered with him.
ventative 'for sending gbods oh con­
signment, why it is a huge joke to any 
one having seen the way strawberries 
and raspberries were slaughtered on 
this market this season. Four hundred 
cases of strawberries were sold here 
one morning for $1.(X) per case, and this 
is just one of the many “slaughter 
house” deals that was pulled bff on this 
market this season. These berrjes were 
Associated berry goods, and car stuff 
at that. I t is a funny .thing that the 
advice to get on the ‘‘band wagon” was 
issued in connection with the slaught­
ering of berries in Calgary by what 
Grant pleases to term “ bootleg” ship­
pers.
We here in Regina had no “fcootleg” 
stuff in the way of berries to contend 
with; all Associated goods,'<but they 
failed to enclose in the car that “old 
band wagon” which the Associated so 
strongly believe in. Will any one have 
the nerve to state that the brokers 
stood this loss? If any one thinks that 
these brokers are .a benevolent; society, 
just try them out for once.
This brings me, to tbe point, Mr.;Ed­
itor, where I wish tO; state that I irpad 
with great interest the letter-in. your 
paper written by the Association’s 
President in reply to a Mr. M. G. Wil­
son’s letter, writer had not the
privilege of reading'Mr. Wilson’s let­
ter' but he did sec the Associated 
President gave him credit for a fair 
amount’bfititelll^ehce.
This man Wilson is what L would 
call an “intelligent sleuth,” fpr he re­
fuses to be turned aside. I’ll bet that 




: ' ‘‘ W here. Cas^’ '
Gr09eii:y, PHoAb 35Dry Goods Phone 58 . , ; j ,
Gents’/'i^uttilnhlnig.PnoM
(ihiiAren’s all Wpbl jer**; | 
'iVscy-;-Jt.htV .Sulifl',.' 'in '‘plain 
“kn^j^,, tWjo,*'tbii’b ,;^colotk;'*
",'Slices -.2 to; 6; ydairs;v
vpcr';Btilt;.
L a d i e s ' in
(C
A T  MOWe Y SAV­
ING PRICES
Ladles’ Pure Botany Wool Heather Hose, 9Sc pair
These arc a manufacturer’s surplus stock and arc all
Wc have sccui'pd'a' lot' 
at a price from one of 
the best' factories. In 
this lot there arc many 
very stylish models.
perfect goods, and while this lot lasts wc vyi 11 sell 
'them out at the very low price of
Penmah’a all wool Cashmefe' Plain Hose;, also all ' 
■' wool Llama, full fashioned; :
' EXTRA SPECIAL, per pair 
neatly embroidered o r ; , g^yg' Girls’ all wool worsted Hose, sizes C A a  
plain Straight lines; some — jq. Saving Price, pair
havi smart choker fur jjigh grade Silk and Wool Hose, in beau- i - j ,  O K
tiful new fall Shades; per pair 
These come in ntostly, two-tone effects and all per­
fect ^oods; On Sale, per pair ................... $L25‘
Ladies’ All Wool Skirts, $4.50
These are neatly pleated and comb in sand, brown;
grey and navy; all sizes in' stock; $4.50









A new shipment just to 
hand, wonderful values. 
Poiret; Twill Dresses, 
some come in oversizes;
$14.75 TO 
$18.50
Save on Your Grocery Orders
Fancy Trimmed Flan­






Clark’s Minced Collops ......
2 ,in 1 Shoe Polish;'2 tins for ............. .
4-lb. tins Peanut Butter, a tin ..............
Mixed Nuts, per lb. .... ............... j....... 20c
Rowntree’s Pure Cocoa, J4-Ib. tins . .................  2Sc
4-lb. packages Sunmaid Seedless Raisins, per pkg. 55c .[
2 lbs. Macaroni .............. ............ ............i..- 25c
Malkin’s Best. Jelly Powders, any flavor, 3 for 25c
N EW  SH IPM EN T OF IM PO R TE D
Millinery Savings English Clothing for Boys
. Pattern Hats, $4.95 ■
No two alike, values to $7.50. Latest fall styles, newr 
est colorings, novelty ornaments. You wiU ha>^W 
see these Hats to appreciate them.
Boys’ Twp-pant Suits.. There is a growing demand 
for this suit, made, with bloomers or knee pants, It 
' is imported from England and presents a very neat 
effect.- Assorted-tweeds; all sizes; Prices—
On Sale at $5.50, $7.50 $9.50 with twopairs pants
S JL K  VELVE'T PA T T E R N  HATS, $7.95 Imported Boys’ Bloomers and Knee Pants, (I»0 KA
These are wondeWl Hats at the price. All the wanted V -----a* * '"  r  Z T '  Ah
colors and the yahies run to $1-5.00. 4 ^ 1  suits, with belt loops and new style pbekets.
We have a wonderful range at $11.50SPECIAL, for this weed end
See Our Demonstration Of 
H A N D K E R C H IE F VALUES
A most extensive range, giving a wide choice. Get a 
few for Christihas. White hemstitched ^
lower prices. $8.00 to
Boys’ all wool Golf Hose, imported from England.:
Exceptionally good serviceable stockings 95c
Handkerchiefs with embroidered corners, 3 
Kiddies Novelty HandkerchiefSy 3 -in a box;
for the box ..............j..
Colored Lawn Handkerchiefs with embroi­
dered corners; 2 for .......




with fancy tops; all sizes; ...... 75c and
Vel-Vo-Knit pure wool Underwear for _ boys. Knitted 
. in firni soft wool yarns in white, will not irritate 
^ the skin;
Combinations
Penman’s and Stanfield’s Underwear for boys. Can’t 
be beat. In mediurti and heavy weight. Our best
sellers for years. . $1.95 and $2.75
Combinations
that “band wagon” and is tracing them 
still, and although it seems from a 
distance a hard job, judging from the 
“side roads” in the President’s letter, 
I can see he is paying attention to the 
main trail only and refuses to be shak­
en off;
O’ what a weak letter to refute con­
signment charges! The President says 
in part: “The fruit is sold by our Win 
hipeg salesman for the- best price ob­
tainable.” Yes,, after it has arrived in 
the ’Peg and the jobbers know there is 
a car, not ordered, to be sold,, Mr. 
President, every car has to be sold for 
something, even if .it is for freight 
charges only. .\Vhat a tough job that 
Winnipeg salesman must have, and 
what a smart salesman he must be to 
sell to the jobber after the jobber has 
set his price!
Mr. Grant, the manufacturer of those 
“band wagons” and the able lieutenant 
of the Associated, has evidently not 
seen to it that this Winnipeg salesman 
has been supplied with a “wagon, for 
he evidently has not gotten one, or else 
the salesman in a moment of weakness 
has fallen off.
In conclusion, Mr. Editor, I wish to 
say that there are a lot of "fair weath­
er” guys who travel the well beaten 
path of "popular opinion” when they 
think the “crowd” is behind them, but 
let the roads get tough and long, and 
you win find these same guys in the 
rear, hollering, that wise refrain "I 
told you so”.
' ; Mr. Grant, it will pay you and me 
to play the game fair, and not to be 
always blaming others. In baseball 
Vernacular, the poor loser, and conse­
quently the ’ poor sport, always says, 
“we went along until the seventh in­
nings, and oiir pitcher blew up”.
Yours,
“ J.A .Q R O S E ,




(Continued from page 1)
esting address on the aims , and accom­
plishments of the organization, naming 
^ome of its many friends and answer­
ing the criticisms of its few enemies. 
In the interval between the speeches, 
music was provided by Messrs. Mac- 
Ginnis, Smith, Griffiths . and Daniel. 
The termination of a very successful 
evening , was provided by a dance in 
the Elks’. Hall.
Friday morning was taken up by 
sectional meetings of the teachers, 
where various educational problems 
were disc&ssed. In the High School 
section a good deal of time was spent 
on the topic of Entrance Examina­
tions. The presence of_ Mr. Charles- 
worth proved of great assistance, and 
he undertook' to lay before the Com­
missioners of the present educational 
survey the results of the deliberations, 
which were briefly that the - present 
system was unsatisfactory, but that the 
meeting did not favour a return to the 
old style examinations.
The Senior Grade teachers heard 
the report of .Mr. MatHieson, Penticton, 
on the committee appointed last year 
to prepare a spelling list for the Public 
Schools, Mr. Mathicson then gave an 
excellent address on “Project 'Work in 
the Public Schools,” for which he was 
tendered a hearty vote of thanks.
The Junior Grade and Manual Arts 
Sections were addressed by Mr. Kyle 
on “  Manual Arts,” and Inspector Hall 
spoke to the Rural Teachers’ Section 
on the management of rural schools.
On Friday afternoon addresses were 
given in the auditorium to all the tea­
chers by Messrs. Charlcswbrth and 
Kyle. The fbrmcr' spoke" mainly on 
the subject of sccufity of tenure of 
teachers, giving fnany instances of their 
having been unjustly deprived of their 
positions*, ah&^txplainlrtg‘’ t^ efforts of
the Federation to have 'a written form 
of contract prescribed by the Federa­
tion Department. The second speak­
er, Mr. Kyle, made a plea for the re­
organization and km'plification of the 
present courses of study to bring them 
more in touch with modern life, and to 
give more scope for the yaryin^’ talents 
of different children to find expres­
sion. ^
At the general business meeting 
which followed, the Nominations Com­
mittee reported the following executive 
for the ensuing year: President. C. V/. 
Lees; First Vice-President, Miss E. 
McNaughton; Second \ ’i:e-President, 
L. Hewlett; Corresponding Secretary, 
A. G. Smith; Recording .Secretary, M.'ss 
E. Davies; Treasurer, A. S. Towcll; 
Rural School Representative, Miss Ow­
en. All the above except Mr Hewlett, 
of Rutland, and Miss Owen, of South 
Okanagan, arc from Kelowna, it hay­
ing been found convenient to have all 
the executive residing in one- centre. 
The report of the Resolutions Com­
mittee was then , read, and the conven­
tion adjourned after votes of thanks 
to all those whose assistance had made 
it so successful.
AUDIENCE a p p r e c i a t e s
DANISH MUSICIAN
A fairly large audience greeted the 
appearance of Skovgaard, the noted 
Danish violinist, at the Empress Thea­
tre on Tuesday evening. That this 
violinist is not lacking in the brilliancy 
of a virtuoso, was evidenced in the op- 
cning numbers of his programme, more 
especially in 'Wicniawski s Obertass, 
while he reached the heart of his aud­
ience in his simple but melodious ren­
dering of "Swahee River.”
His Wife, Alidc McClung-Skovgaard, 
is a pianist possessing marvellous tech­
nique .-which was amplified in her ren­
dering of Liszt’s "Lcg^icrczza,’r and 
the audience showed their appreciation 
of her; skill and delicate touch by re­




iTHU^8»Ay, OCTOPKR m  i m . yWK JKjELpWWA,COURIER AND OJKANAOAN ORCHARDIST
PAGE FIVE
W A N T  A D S ,
Firot inocrtlon:, ,15'Ucnt« ptf 
each additional inaertion. jiO, cent# 
per line. Minimum charge per 
week, 30 centa. '1
In cfltimatinft the cost of an a^cr  
tisement. nubjcct to the minm 
eliargo ao stated abovc  ̂ cacli initia 
Abbreviation or group of figures,no;
' '^Kcccding five count® M  one wô <
' And five vvofdB count as one line..,
If BO dcflircd, advertisers may have 
ecpllcs addrcBScd to a box number, 
care of The Courier, and forwarded 
' 'io their private addreso. or dcl*y<ife‘
' on call at office. For this service, add 
10 centB to cover postage or filing
Announcem *
Fifteen cents per line, each inaer- 
t̂ion; minimum charge, 30,cepts. 
i Coitnt̂ j fiveji words* to line.E kch  
initial fod I'groujd of , nor more 
;>thî n five  ̂ligu/rcfl ; counts as i 
word. '
. ............................................................
Dr. Mathisdn, dentist. Willits* Block, 
telephone 89. , - ■ - / • tfc
Munro’a Bovb’ Store has just'placcd 
jin, stock another shipment of boys'
>yi
:nc
wool stockings in black and colors. 
These arc made, with double knees, 
heels and toes to stand hard wear and 
are marked at reasonable prices. 11-lc
Local and Personal
Only one licence holder and one I could not rcc.Till that he slammed no 
]householder, not being registered ownTjonc blit told in a logical,manner, how 
I Cl'S'of real estate within the, city, had,! his government had carried on up to 
registered as municipal voters up to I the present tunc. Docs »t 
I Tuesday, although ho declarations for | your mind at these meetings that u the
tre
M M registration, can ,bc accepted by the I person .vilified were present, many ot
Mr. N. H. Rheam, of Okauagan Cen-1 Clerk after S p.m. tomorrow, Frii I the things said would remain unspoken? 
L*, IS a guest at the liakcvicw. Iday, Oct. 31st. This reveals an extra-1 Senator Taylor hmicd it would,he a
' '• -1 -  J-:—11 jjjy before the Senate is reformed.' Mr. F., E. Tily,, of Penticton, was a 
visitor to the city on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. ,E. J. L. Smith, pf Pen­
ticton,.,spent the week-end here.
ordinary apathy as regards municipal I long day---------------,  - , .
affairs which is far from creditable to |H c  averred, there was no, truth in^tne 
those of our ‘ ‘ ' ‘ . . . . .  ............ .
Mr. F. Wilcox and Mr. C. Thomson, 
of Salmon Arm, paid the city a visit 
on Friday.
n citizens who do not own I statement that had;, been given out fe 
iit live and carry on business I completion of the C. N. ,R. hranclj ,hnc, 
a. Better register, even if I and gave what he, considered tlic cor- 
st dayl I rect version, that there were np strings
. . ,1'attached to the piissing of the bill. As
With the very heavy pressure.
I property bu
in K[clown  
I it is the last dayl
, --------- 
- . .. r . , ®Mhis fcinarks arc likely to appear some-







SOCIETY. An orchestra practice wi
Mr. Edward,Hoffl«a,., of .WJ..r,cW,
HAY BALED—Apply, Chas. Lube 
Rutland, B. C. D-2p
be held .in thC'Parish Hall on Wednes- Peace.
and Mr. Henry Hingston, of Oyamd, I Tot tho h,d‘k of I
have been appointed jastiepa ot thcW'»‘ ‘ ‘ .«>■= of Mr.
day, .November 5th, at 8 p.m. Pro.spcc- 
members cor'dially invited. ll-J
UIIIUI II 10 UUl puooiuu; lU mv wusiv yt i rcgrcltcu llic auSCIlCC OI iVAI..
[the type in the paper on Wednesday Stirling in another part of






, PIGS FOR SALE, severi weeks old 
pure bred cross, $5.00 each. Apply, 
: R. E. Scott, Dickson Ranch. ll-2p
For Tho Beat,
Go To AlagOrd’o,
Keep your ^yc on Chapin’s window
45-tfc
. . . :»  r  I tb  liti l ___  ___________ , .
Publication of our issue of .Novem-| do so, and those wpo send us copy onlj.^p candidates, one with all his iiit 
her 6th will be held untir Friday morn- Mondays arc enshrined at oncri m our here, the other—the meeting
hig, in order to include the election re-1 calendar of saints. |did not need to be told anything ah'
suits in Yale.
for Saturday candy specials. iS-tfc
Holman's Transfer.
•254^'''' t;' "  ̂■






Mr. n..d Mr.. A. J .-Jo n c  rct..rncd
I . G. S. Rccs, Port Steward at Ncl-|ou Mondoy Irom a motor trip to Los o fW po lic ics ot the partes,
for the C.P.R. steamships in the Angles , havmg made the .journc^  ̂ Mcighcn’a iVords on
t o, ,B, C., paid a vi.it to the
frAtihlo Tlitvv fvnrr rnrccl fine wca- P«"Pfi*9¥»
Vernon Road, Kclownu. iM p
EASTMAN Folding Pocket Kodak, 
3a, Model B4, practically new. P.O. 
Box 296, Phone 145. , _̂____ lU lp
JERSEY COW for' sale, due to fresh­
en in two .weeks. Bargain for cash. 
'McMurray, .Rutland. ,______D -lp
FOR SALE OR RE,NT—17 ac/cs on 
K.L.O. Road, opposite Mission Creek 
School. Write W. A. Scott, Suite 23, 
Drake St., Vancouver, B. C. 41-2p
The Women’s Auxiliary of the A”?* 
lean Church will hold their annual sale 
bn 'Saturday,' Nbycmber , 2?th. ; Ful 
larti.culars later.'.' ■ ,> Il-lc
Sec Pettigrew’s Hue bf diamond rings 
lefore,"making your selection., It pays'.
Col. G. W. G. Lindesay is leaving on fst camps Sng^thc rS itc ^ a n ^ fo S  I wob¥liiig”abô ^̂ ^̂  of Lau
Saturday for. England. He sails from Lj^m gô od, bad^nd indifferent, that «« ^ * * ‘̂"*^Montreal on the s.S. ‘/Montcalm on being the best while one of the which he belongs.
to
Nov. 7th, bound for Liverpool. . worst was m Los Angeles and, they! . nL^^on^^m^^^thi^mcctinc'
Mr. Stanley M: Henderson. I ® Taylor had an opportunity
at Vancouver of the Imperiaf Life A s - lfa ^ i ty ^ ^  Kd as to spea^ this, which he said was
' When- your boŷ îH suit suranCe Coj, spent the early portiom of I patronized by a class of peb- ® f w
dbii't fail to sec what We are. showing week here, leaving yesterday for V P wandering, vaga- .„Wc pass pv^r the reading, of Mr,
TIIANGELS for sale, $7.00 per ton .de­
livered. Fred Day. ' , ' Jl-tfc
T?OR SALE-^I iam offering my 48j4 
acre ranch at Winfield,,for_ a short 
-time only, at a Very low price for cash. 
Full bearing; clear title; best aU the
ip boys':,clothing, We have all thejat-. 
est models with half or full belts, made 
of, good wool tweeds and splendidly 
tailored and finished.' Some have two 
bflirs "of krilekers dnd,' all marked at 
Towest prices; :MUNRO’S BOYS’ 
STORE.
m . •
Vernon. I & ^ tv n e ^  with the criti.
Mr. F. J. Dorsey, of Vancouver, bis: camps for'which ,a fee was charged, jjsm ̂ oiMhe^w^^  ̂
trict Registrar of the La Salle Exten- and they were not m the same category | h ...u:„u ...„o Kini-UmnJl ”• «• TY._1__•a ■ a1_________1. IsiihVUnrfCTijiyrspenlJhVwg-cnd^
the city, leaving oil Tuesday for south-1 vehience. This should be a good hint foi^-." .4'b'” ' '^ g  back to Canada and
V rfr cm points 1 on his way to the Coast. f o l l^  next year m the "lanagement of back” The FieldingM-lc  ̂ the Kelowna tourist camp. Most of the /nnea us in tne nacK. m e riciuuiK
I —-- r- ' . l • •
-year round bigh pressure, water supply'V __ mtln fA nnCkingm thc tiallcy; one ile to new picking 
•house, on the Kclowna-Kamloops 
branch; good heavy land and,all easily 
-worked by tractor. Phone A6S-R1 for 
with owner.., J.> H.
Painting And. kalspmining. 
i Pettigrew. Phone 431. '
E. J.
36-tfc
The Occidental Fruit Company is I camps they visited had a time limit on | tariff , and C. N. R. ^ e r e  spoken of, 
making heavy shipments pf Jonathan I occupancy, some of them as short a a l ^  the revenue of Canada.
- r   
-appointment
Aberdeen. 9-tfc
Plan to meet 
your friends at 
CHAPIN’S
Sewing dbne at ladies  ̂ homes or at




of people took up practical and' voted against' anti-dumping
Next ̂ Monday evening the pupils of residence there. The weath^ were given. We ^ m
Herga Ambler, who will be ,remembpr- Angeles was very warm durr | correcflyj, Messrs. _M. S. Manifest, ,T
A T
Here arc distinctive Coats of .unusual 
merit reduced to this price for immediate 
selling. These come well made with new 
fur collars and many with fur cuffs or 
trimmed in some way with fur.
P V I .. S ,.s!¥
m
This special price corrtes at a time 
when buying coat dqiys are ^  A K  HfPL 




A  large assortment of line Nainsook 
and Muslin Corset Covers, nqatly em­
broidered orj lace trimmed. 2 0 ^ ”
LESS
17
m t M  1 1
PHONE 361 KELOWNA, B. C.
ed by,^many here. Will broadcast songs L the day and quite chilly at night., 
from Vancouver. It is understood that'
G. McBride and Thompson. It W(as| 
also stated that the i latter “ lobbied a-
SHOOTING NOTICE
' FRESH COWS and heifers^ for sale. 
Wynne Price, Vernon Road. 9rttc
Take notice that the shooting on the
WOOD FOR SALE, dry pine and fir.
H. A. Willis, Okanagan Missioti, 
Phone 294-L6. _______ J ™
FOR BARGAINS in iurhiture. rangeS. 
linoleum, beds, etc., call; and inspect
Gasorsq Block by Miss M. Cooper, the Province broadcasting station Willi Mr. F. W. Shaver rreturned last gainst, the C.N.R. ^ Meldrtim and Reith ranches
Charges mpderaje.^ _ ; . 9-4C be used. ‘ Thursday from a trip into Central,and the .speaker outlined, conditions under, wiijgo!,' g  q . has been'let to the
, *1.1 *• -v,. Northern B. C., during which he cover- which we live, stating .m'ey can be , ^ will be pro-
■The regular monthly meeting of th^ an immense amount of country, remedied by voting for the C o n s e r v a - a r e s p  r>1r̂ -txrno wnich WaS I » • « * At̂   ̂ A __ . I secuiea* ____
41 41 0
Dancing every Saturday night in the 
SJks’ Hall. Music by the Len Davis 
All-Star Trio. 9-tfc
the large variety at Jones & Tenijes^t.
% 0  SHOOTING or hunting notices, 
printed on heavy On ^ale . at
The Courier Office? Courjer Block  ̂
’Water St. , ' ’ 4-tf
‘OLD PAPERS—Useful for lighting 
fires these • chilly mornings,. laying 
' under carpets, wrapping and .inany 
.other purposes, 25 cents per bundle 
10 pounds, at 'The Courier Office,, Wa* 
-ter Street. - . p-tt
A joint Pianoforte and Vocal Recital 
will be given in the Wesley Hall on 
Thursday evening, November 13th, at 
.30,'by Mrs. A. J.; Pritchard, L.R.A.
A.R.C.M., and Miss Elsie McDon­
ald, contralto, who has been studyin.g 
with Mrl Dalton Baker, at the Toronto 
Conservatory of Music. Accompanist, 
Mrs. G. D. Cameron. Tickets of ad­
mission, 50 cents. 9-tfc
Kelowna Scottish Society, which was Leaving here at the end of August as tive candidate. . . , ,
held ̂  in the Scottish, Hall on Monday Mr. R. Akroyd, an English- General Clark, who arrived ; late
evening, was followed by a very enjj^jr | man whose home in this province is at from Rutland, first spoke of the late
9-3c W YNNE iPRICE.
able dance at which first-class_ dafee Shaver and, his com- member for Yale in. highly appreciar
music was played by Mr. W. ,Murray p^rts o f  the Ques- tive terms, following with a criticism
and Misa Isobel Murray. -Altogether Cariboo Lake country knd of the finances which time prevents,us
TIMBER SALE X6712
the occasion was a very'pleasant one. I "ĵ ^̂ n -^^n j^y  ’ w  oLForrUeorge and I en^
Mrs. D. McMillan returned on. iSat- Burns Lake into the Babine Lake re- vice to yote-for tl^  Cimservative can-| gj. ; jjQjjn on the' 6th day of Nov- 
urdav "last from Tacoma Wash where S*®”* From there on they-took in por- Midate,_ who preaches the doctrine that 1924 for the purchase of Lic-
she L d  beL  called by th f̂ata^^  ̂ preaches and will put ^^\^nce ± 6 7 l t  near Okanagan Mission,— - - - Qf then straight across country to, leie- into effect i ----- - ■ - -«r ... n;..-of her grandson, Donald Jack, son
‘̂ SNAPS.—Guns for sale or exchang^
1 Hammerless'10 gauge - ..... -515.00
1 New LeFevre 12 gauge ^0.00
,3 Hammerless 12 gauge- I ” '?}:
'.1 Marlin Pump Gun PZO.ptt
Rjfles
*1 Savage .303. reg $80 ............ . 53S.(1P
I Savage. 22 H. power----------
1 Remington, .30-30, like new .-.$25.00 
1 Remington .32 Special . (special ,
, sight) -................. ..............II Winchester'’06JModel, like? new $35.00
1. /Winchester .32 Special........
1 Winchester ..25-35 .........—.—  $20.00
. All guns in A1 condition
10-tfc SPURRIER'S.
See advertisement for full particulars 
of Halloween Party. 9-3c
• * ' V
A TURKEY SUPPER AND EN- 
ERTAINMEN'T will be given in the 
: utland'Community Hall on Monday, 
! ovember 10th, commencing at 7 p.m. 
s larp. There will.be an abundance of 
pumpkin pies, jellies,-salads, cakes and 
i 1 sorts .of wholesome, home-made 
are, to -be followed by music, games 
and competitions'’for old and young. 
Tickets, while they last: adults, SOc; 
children under 12,. 35c. For further par­
ticulars ’phone 167-Rl or 358-Rl.
ll-2c
The Benyoulin M. S. will take orders 
: or roast chicken and ‘ chicken pie. 
!?hone Mrs., Fisher. ll-2c
* * «
Mr‘‘a n /M V rs ‘'’E'"'Bu7ks^̂ ^̂ ^  ̂ Creek, from which ■point they I The meeting closed with the sing
IffUele^bw ̂  frie river ^teamerMowa Anthem,
h'lral'vsis on Sent 19th after sufferince I heen to AVrangel, Alaska#.; Practically j ■ ,  ̂ ^
for four davŝ  ̂ Ĥ ^̂  twin® the whole of this journey was made Packing at the Glenmore house fin-
and rsuJvYved ? y  t w  fo r^ is  season ̂ on Tuesday.
- at Fort George, necessitating Mr. bna- /  •
A paragraph iq ^ u r  last issue gave | ver going there to fetch it before re-1 Domestic water will be available on
. to ciit 175,000 feet of Yellow Pine.
One year will be allowed for remov­
al of tirriber. . /  t- •
Further particulars of the Chief For­
ester, "Victoria, or the District Forester, 
Vernon, B. C. ll'-lc
the date of the first of a series of mu- turning to Kelowna. In some portions on Saturday and Sunday ■d'R't a IL MERCHANTS MEETsical services, to be held by the choir of of the northern regions they rail across This will be the last of the sca­
the United Church, as Sunday, Nov. plenty of big game, but contented mem- gpjj_
2nd'. This was an error, as the’service selves with securing a few fine heads
PROVINCIAL SECRETARY
in question was held last Sunday, Oct. I of moose, woodland cariboo jjgT qwjjA EXHIBIT
26th, -^intimation to that effect beinjg grizzly. Mr. Shaver describes the trails W INS AT BIRMINGHAM
given under the heading of “ Church | up north as being fairly gpod ^ough 
Notices.”
Mr. W. F. Ing Is Guest Of Local 
Association At Dinnier
At P-.™- yesterday, fire I himsehT^and  ̂hiF companKin as strange, I
‘" f  °Simpso^n Ltd.J w was that they never encountered |
Place sat down to a ditiher in the Lakeview 
Hotel, served in the usual excellent
In addition to the-splendid success manner characteristic of that hostelry.
near* The west wall The fire brigade I Y e|g"fn j^S e ^ns^S en tly  nev̂ ^̂  ̂ | th'  ̂ I the
TO RENT
TO R E N T r—Modern bungalow, close 
in, immediate possession. Phone^z*^
FOR RENT—8-room house,' modern, 
Bernard Ave., East. Inspect ^ame, 
-make your own terms. G.. A. Fishen^^
f i v e  ROOMED BUNGALOW for 
rent, 2 miles from town. Rent can he 
paid in work. J. A. Bigger. H-lc
PARTLY FURNISHED housekeep­
ing rooms, available after 26th. .No. 
491, Courier. 11-lp
PASTURE for horses and . cattle. A.
G. Bennett, Okanagan Mission, phone 
296-L3 51-tfc
JOYCE .HQSTEL, PARK AVEN- 
1 E (just off Pehdozi St.) Good ac­
commodation for, the 'winter for ladies 
and' gentlemen. New up-to-date central 
leating recently installed makes. the 
lOuse warm and cosy. Moderate and 
inclusive terms. Good cooking. P.O. 
Box; 296. Phone 145.' > ll-2p
$5 Reward to-any one giving infor­
mation which will ; lead to the convic­
tion of the person who has taken my 
2-foot boat with Evinrude from heir 
moorings. G. R. BINGER. 11-tfc- I* # «
KELOWNA SCOTTISH SOCIE- 
Y. A card game will be held in the 
Society’s Hall on Friday, November 
7th, at 8 p.m. Admission 35c. Whist 
and 500. Prizes. Refreshments. Every- 
lody welcome. 11-2c
turned out to a still alarm, Jhe siren ^eis^ ana ŵ ^̂  ̂ |u h  licenses. Imperial Fruit Show, at Birmm^am, of Mr. W. F. Ing, Secretary of the
not sounding loudly, and extm guished^^^^," j a f - p y  the Associated Growers of B.G., m Provincial Board of the Retail Mer-
the flames without difficulty. The loss Mr. S a _ _  AkTiyd, which Kelowna apples bore a large Lhants Association of Canada. “
was trivial. The cause of the/fire is the Kelowna Growers’ Exchange The eight-piece orchestra of the^Gy-
uncertain, but was probably overheat- m®^senucm«i ^  Ujgo achieved distinction with an en- ro Club was in attendance and added
ing of a motor. . to Kootenay irom vvr.i s  • try mad? in the British Empire dessert greatly to* the enjoyment of the occas-
Mr rrr.tr. ciH-rlinir Vine hpen ramnaiff. iTfr TiAT'llflrAlllf? class, consisting of Cox Orange. This jon with selections rendered during the
I x r F N W I I  l K r /  had to be done on very short notice, course of the meal. Before the assem-
naif \ V X  hY  s o S S  a f ^  to- ag it was found out only at the last blage attacked the-good things^ uponpast week. He speaks at Falkland to-1 I minute that it was possible for the the table they sang“ 0  Canada,” wffhmorrow evening and on Saturday at
and in the evening,: at which n.eetings|,cJo‘oT.°cteVs'rcame'down’ ta £ v e r - |W h e a
Westbanfc in the afternoon and Peach-1, Miss Doherty, one of our former | Exchanje tô  make a separate^exhiWt. | ,he orchestra playmg th_e__â ^̂
forn’ o ^ S e V a t r - T a S r ' T o jS h f  he “" '" v  e‘^d r te ''t? s ’t h r ^ " s f o f  “ ‘'th e ' Easf Kelovima poking I Mr'. J .E a ii, Piesid^^^ of the Kelowna
w n r snlak here S  the C o S v a t iv d  ^  w^^f^Ranlcin the guest f L had the twelve boxes pack- Branch of the R. M. A., graciously con-j
^??he S ress-rheatrri^^^^^^  J. Rankin.  ̂ ed and loaded within eight hours’ time, sented to give a violin selection, the .
Rt h L ^  Arthur MeTgW  Leader of a  good congregation listened on Although assembled in such haste, the rendering ^
Senator Taylor.will also give addresses. iRey. j, pgir on the wider outlook in Birmingham event, taking first Ball introduced the guest of the even- 
Radio history was made in Kelowna missions. ^  ^  prize in every class in which it washing, but unfortunately .Mr. Ing was
ast Thursday nighL when a ^mpaign r. hari heen a visit- entered but one, in which second place obliged to speak against time, as many
address made by President X^ohdge, W  rou^i^ The opinion of fruit of those present had other engage-
delivered at "Washington, D.U., was or for some t ^ TUrmrla v fnr In -1 men who saw the exhibits made by thelments that necessitated their leaving at 
plainly heard by local radio fans, TaisjG. H. .Reed, left y . I Associated Growers and the Exchange an early hour, and he thus had to cur-
was carried by land lines to approxi- dwnapolis. ^ ^  ^ before they left Kelowna was that, ifftail his remarks. In the time at his










will be held at the..
EMPRESS THEATRE
•TO RENT cheap for winter. Kill Kare 
Kottage, partly furnished. F. R. L: 
DeHart. , , . , . 10'2c We’ll Hand 11 Back to You
WANTED—Miscellaneous
YOUR HOME
APPLICATIONS received for rnort- 
gage loans, city property. Apply; No. 
497. Courier. H-Ic
States' and w'as quite audible here and L A 1 absoluTely and I a 7  p77sibi‘e7 ouU t  wor  f t e
probably equally so all over the North due to it was the display of Jonathan, provincial office as carried on under his
American Continent. Many people in ties over which some of our sportsmen --------------- -- ---- ------- direction in the interests of the retail-
town picked up fhis address given by shoot. A ,l̂ y B B PA m isq OP GAME ers, Showing the need for constant and
President Coolidge and from no less be out of place that the M REGULATIONS PUNISHED close watch upon legislation proposed
lat seven different broadcasting sta-| beware of stray shots, which m somej | from time to time that might work dis-
ons. instances have come perilously close' -------- -




under the auspices of the
G a W a V aA .
- - I iruiii i ic iw '*.**«*•- ***»e>—- 7*----T
, T-. • • I T> !• I aster to business, and demonstratingthe Provincial Police . _p-p-citv of active interest and fi-
WANTED—An English shot gun.
State price and make. No. 495, Cour­
ier. 10 tfc
IT BURNS DOWN 
OR BLOWS UP 
OR BLOWS AWAY 
OR FLOATS OFF
r  On Tuesday, in in r-ru . necess yCourt four local Tesidents were, heavdy^ t̂ ^̂^̂_ . . .  . . I  ̂ . I Lâ ouri, lu  lULiii icaiucjitD, _ zsn tbA nart ot evcrv
of the Scout Auxiliary are gi^ng to- j^r. and Mrs. W. J. Rankin, Mr. fined for infractions of the provincial
morrow evening'promises to eclipse all! j |̂j.s. W.,Hicks, with Mr. and Mrs. game regulations. 1°“® engag^ T , -----x:..,
others which have preceded it. A ^ e a tU  Corner, 'betook themselves
many of the local merchants have beenLq 
generous in offering prizes for the best gvoedition 
costumes and the ladies of the Auxih-I P
upon the Oriental question, ^ e  stamp
- , I , - t, fo Koon I V.V.* .....------- — I The first case tried was that of weeklv half-holiday,' N.S.F. che-
‘" “"y the hills on Tuesday on a hunting|man who had shot a hen pheasant and ‘aX‘ matters of pecul-
The Service .will be conducted 
by the Rev. Alex. MacLurg, 
assisted by the local Clergy.
I HA'VE a few buyers for fruit farms.
What have you to offer? F. R. E. 
DeHart. I0*2c
ary have also contributed generously to 
the prize list. A special prize for the
fined $25 and costs. ^ I mrNnterest to^usiness men, and he al-
sketched some of the.work done_at
HELP WANTED
WANTED-^A maid. Apply, Mrs. J. 
C. Macdonald, Harvey Avenue.
'‘We insure Anything Insurable 
.Against Every Insurable 
Calamity.”
ly Mr. J. B. Spurrier, while Mr. W. H, 
Wills will present each prize winner 
with a photograph as well as giving 
lalf a dozen photos to the lady win-
n - ic M c T a v I s h  & W h i l l i s
ning the  ̂prize for the best lady's cos­
have to
SITUATIONS W a n t e d
LADY wishes position as housekeeper, 
preferably to number of bachelors or 




tume. Those competing will 
wear masks if they wish their costumes 
to be considered by the judges.
LOST? AND f o u n d
,FOUNDr-A sum pf money. Appln 
City Police Office. 11-tfc r PO PPY  DAY
LOST—Leather school bag. 
to Lowery, Public School.
Return 
10-lp SATURDAY
LOST—Spare wire, wheel fpf^Kojrd 
car and number 22-487. Phone 291rL5 
: ,i',- 11-lp
8
The Provincial Legislature; niects on 
Monday, November 3rd, the date hav­
ing been postponed .from October 2j?th.
Work is slackening up, considerably 
in the industrial district. The Occiden­
tal cannery closed down for the season 
m Monday and it is considered proba- 
)le that the end of this -week wiU see 
ie finish of work at the Dominion can- 
cry also. Some of the smaller pack­
ing houses have completed 'this sea­
son’s pack, including, the' Occidental 
•■ruit Company, but shipments of ap- 
iles are still being made by all firms 
in the trade. The outside packing hou­
ses of the Kelowna Growers’ Exchange 
lavc finished for tne season, but there 
is still great activity at .the main pack­
ing house in town, where Newtowns, 
Winesaps, Spitzeribergs and other v/in- 
tcr varieties, arc being boxed.-The ship­
ping department of, the Exchange is al­
so still very busy, though the officials 
cclarc they are how “over the hump.”
The recent rains will ' ^ c h | D o m i n i o n  executive,
...............................  .oat last Sunday, and, as these S,^°f„1“rBoa!-ds”
dies, are sTfiFering  ̂and as the hauHng | ^̂ f£® I At the conclusion of his address, Mr.
IT  IS IN S U I^D  W ITH US. «. ^  . .  w  Mr. T. B. Sourrier. while Mr. W . H, time the roads, _especiaiiy on ciay par , . . „  .___
iiu rt u ic ixa iiiiB — —̂ 4 ^  t—  1 n ___i j  I A t  tn e  com________
of fruit is by no means finished, large game laws, he ^®.®.̂ !®Y Ing received a hearty vote of thanks,
ruts are aooeafing. h°®t® with an additional fine of $5 and ‘ K similar compliment was accord-ruts are appearing. hunting game birds from a and to Mr.
There was a good attendance at the I ""ASothbV'ma^ charged with j Skovgaard^^  ̂ N^finnd^Anthem!*^*”
Conservative meeting hela ‘in the shooting one of the very few trumpeter 
School on Tuesday evening. The fact swans which are to be found on this 
that two of our leading Conservatives continent and which stay mostly at
were able to use their trucks enabled 'Vasseaux (or ‘Swan) lake, south of 1 ,rT/-TJAtrT 1? at t AMr:FT S
a number to reach the meeting who Penticton, but which have quite recent-|; ST. .
would not otherwise; ^  rather a ly been seen on Okanagan Lake near Nov. 2. 20th Sunday aher Tr^ y«^
An Offertory Avill be taken on 
behalE of the G. W. V. A. 
RELIEF FUND.
lt-2e
Day.” 2.30 p.m., Sunday School..
CHURCH NOTICES
Holypity that bu r Glenmorie Liberals havelhere. Tjie shooting of these birfls has la.m., 11 brafi'rtcndt i  truck between them. Our _ CpO-1 long bceii illegal, as they are protected j Scemts Own Bible^Class^l^^^
BAPTIST CHURCH. Services. 
Sunday morning: 10.30, Sunday School' 
and Bible Class,. follpwcd by morning, 
worship. 7.30, evening service.
Thursday, 8 p.m., prayer meetings
sefvative friends,' 'doubtless, will 
them-to'fcome into their ranks and
tell by special federal game laws as well as Cho^l Eucharist and 
the by ,hc Provincial Game Act.trucks with all good things will fall I case the swan was shot from the shore and sermon; after which a sh ^ trec it
like ripe plums into their laps. Every on Monday, and the accused was fined al of sacred music. Anthem,
intelHgent and honest fruit grower I$25 anAcosts, while a friend of his,Ithese?” Staii^r.
who has been in the business during who had the swan in his possession af- Saturday, No\
a number pf years knows what is the | ter it had been shot, was fined $10 and j ^lebration of the Holy C
cause of so much of our trouble and co^s for that offence. , . r'®r>T?rT a m h  ^Amrlican). Nov, 2nd,needs no non-fruit grower to tell him. The charges in the aboVc casds were RU'TLAND ^   ̂ »
Mr. W. Geary made an able chair- lAid by Mr. R. D. Suhvan, recently ap-18 a.m., Holy Communion.
man, briefly introducing Senator Tay- pointed tGame W ard ^  for this district,
lor, who spoke in measured, calculat-j who, "
mg terms. Unfortunately, a large ma- ble jl  ̂ r .. .
jority.of those present w e r ^ o t  at the tectivc ivork m hr.ngmg the off^^ders f ^  or tne^ i
Premier’s meeting in Kelowna and BoJtooooK, j vvu»ow*h»
FREE METHODIST CHURCH, 
services will be Held in the Board of 
Trade Hall. Sunday: 10 a.m., Sunday 
School and Bible Class. Preaching ser­
vice at 11 a.m. and again in the even­
ing at 7.30, by Rev. E. E. Adams. Sub­
ject will be , “Treachery,” Jacob vs. 
Esau.
BIRTH
NOONAN.—On Oct. 24th, at the 
Kelowna Hospital, to Mr. and . Mrs. P. 
J. Noonan, a son. .




















THIS KKI.OWWA COURIKa AMP PKAHAQAW ORCHARPIST
THURSDAY, OCTOBER SOtib, i m
Jim  Browne
Says
Let poets sing their lilting song 
And gaily their lyre;
Give me the man who whistles





' Checriness. pays. We all ad- 
mU that. I saw the above few 
lines, as I lay in hospital last 
wccle, and thought how applica­
ble they were to “George—or 
Andy — or Mr. Anderson “ — 
whichever name you know him 
by. Anyway, what I wanted to 
say was this—that we have now 
—in this store—a combination 
which can’t be beaten for service^
We are all set to give you 
the best that is in us. Al­
right—LE*r'S GO!
(The House with a SnUlb)
KELOWNA DAIRY CO .
By the daily use of a 
GLARIFIER
we are able to give the people of 
Kelowna the cleanest Milk m, town.
CLARIFYING is the only SYS­
TEM to ensure Milk being free 
from sediment.
9 Quarts ONE DOLLAR
Delivered.
PHONE 151
X n t€ ^
To England,'Ireland, . 
Skotland, France & Germany
One of the most pleBsant o ^ t s  ,o£ 
yoVi" Christmas holidays In the Old
World win bo the sea voyavo on^a
V ^lto Star-Dominion onorcma* 
“Christmas Ship." Supremo comfort, 
courteous ' and attentive sdrpassed cutelne- andmodomte mtM.
B<wk now fo r a choice of occom- 
toflfax," Glasgow’, Belfast, Livorpoed
REGINA (New) - Dec. 7
Halifax. Cher'g, S-hampton. Hamby
PITTSBURGH (New) .Dec. 11
Halifax, Glasgow, Belfast, Wverpool
CANADA - - , D «.14
Ask one of oar travel 
' - : exports to call and help
■ ^  '"N plan your trip. ,
^  f V  C alllphono  o r w rit*
*' Rogers Bldg., 
VANCOUVER
or to co T K J/lieu u i S.S. Agonta 04 -
W H IT E  S T A R
d o m i n i o n  l i n e
G O A L
YOU W ILL BE SURE OF 
GETTING SATISFACTION  





Jenkins Co. Bam 
Water St.
CMIPBEIL COIL CO.
PREM IER OF CANADA .
SPEAKS AT KELOWNA
(Continued from Pago 5)
is a  fine thing-to have
When the workers and indus­
tries of the country are kept 
;steadily busy it means better 
times for everybody.
KEEP THE OTHER FELLOWS BUSY
and help yourself by buying
British Coliimbia Products
Whare Quklity and Prk* are RisKt
A C.P.R. “ silk train” recently made a 
record run from Vancouver to Field. 
The train, consisting of fifteen cars, 
made the distance of S04J4 mites in 
fourteen hours and twenty-sht minutes.
The ■ chairman next o
Liberal candidate, Mayor D.̂  W. Suth­
erland, but that gentleman declined to 
make a speech, stating that he would 
liavc opportunities offered him later 
on to address the public of Kelowna, and 
tlic Premier, who was received by loud 
cheering, began an address which was 
listened to with rapt attention.
Rt. Hon. W.*L. Mackenzie King 
After heartily thanking all present
for the cordial. reception extended to 
liim, a welcome which he understood 
was given hint not so ttiuch as leader 
of a parity but as Premier of the Dorn- 
inioii, Mr, Mackenzie King remarked 
that the pleasure of such a fine wel­
come would have been without a mar , ot 
any kind but for the sad event which 
had necessitated a by-clcction in the 
constituency, and which had been caus­
ed by the mysterious working of Iro - 
vidcncc. A man whom all respected 
had been taken from our midst, a man 
who had been one of the best citizens 
of the country. This man, the late 
nicinber for * ale,, had sat . on the ,op- 
position benches and his view.s on pol 
itical affairs had naturally diHcrcd
from those of the government. How ‘ h - -ever, all those who ad com6 in contact 
with Mr. MacKelvic had appreciated 
his fine qualities as a man and citizen. 
It could truly be said that this repre- 
thi ' ■septative of t e people had been tolerant 
in his views and moderate in his  ̂con­
victions and had thus earned the res­
pect of all who knew him.
However, .continued the Premier, as a 
by-election was a necessity, i t ; was the 
duty of the voters to consider what was 
the best course they could adopt m
their attitude towards the administra­
tion of the day. He, therefore, would 
speak to the audience frankly, as one 
citizen of Canada to others,  ̂There 
were problems connected with the wel­
fare of the country to be solved and he 
would ask for the chivalrous assistance
of the people of ’B.C. in the task which 
!t<lay before' him. So that some of the 
most difficult of the problems could be 
solved to the satisfaction of the major­
ity.First of all, he would draw^ the. at­
tention of the audience to the fact that 
the present political contest was a by- 
election. When in 1921 the voters of 
the constituency had been asked to 
choose a member to representJhem m 
Parliament the situation had been en­
tirely different. The Conservative par­
ty still held office and the voters, not 
unnaturally, had thought that it would
be best to send to Ottawa a suij^orter
of the government of the day. It was 
expected by many that the Meighenf 
government would win' out at the .gen­
eral election then taking, place and 
many believed that it would > be good 
olicy to send a supporter of Mr. 
“eighen to Ottawa. However, a com-Sfplete political turn-over had taken 
place. At that election six pro^hces put
of the nine composing the Dominion 
had not fetufried one single follower 
of Mr. Meighen, and that gentleman 
found himself leading a badly broken 
up pat ty. He, the Premier, now came 
to the people of this constituency and 
asked them if the record of his govern­
ment since it had held office did riot 
entitle them to the support fo ^ e r ly  
given Mr. Meighen, and, if so, whether 
It wculd not be in the interest of the 
people of this portion of B.C to_ send 
to Ottawa as their representative a 
man who supported the policies of the 
government. •
Continuing his argument, the Prern- 
ier remarked that the sending of an op­
position member to Ottawa would not 
affect the status of the present admin­
istration in the least, the government 
would even then be just as strong as 
at present and would be able to “carry 
on” in the same way as hitherto. It 
was the duty of the electors to judge 
for themselves if the work done by the
government of the day did or did not
f t ..............................................fully justify them in sending to Ottawa 
as their representative a supporter of 
the policies of the present administra­
tion rather than-one whose ideas were 
opposed to such policies. He, the Pre­
mier, thought there were times and oc­
casions when people were fully justified 
in voting outside, of their usual' party 
lines and when a government was also 
fully justified in asking therii to do so.
Continuing, Mr. Mackenzie King sta­
ted that he was asking the support of 
the ' oters for two reasons, .the first 
being that the promises made by him 
and his political associates previous to 
the last general election had been car­
ried out by the government to the 
best of their ability, and the second, 
because the record made by his ad­
ministration during its short term of 
office justified the belief that the gov­
ernment was entitled to the good will 
of the people. He had no intcnlio.n, he 
said, to come to this constituency or 
any other constituency m Cap'ida an«l 
make promises with .a view to securing 
votes, but rather would appeal to all 
present whetiie.* the generous way in 
which the go,?ei .v.ncnt had treated the 
West, in spite of the fact that th.at por­
tion of the Dominion had not returned 
a fair propoilion of government sup­
porters, did not justify him m asking 
the people of this constituency to send 
him one more supporter from B. C. 
(Loud applause
Another spciker. said the Premier, 
had made retei'c:.cc to the difficulty all
go'vcrnrnents liad experienced since tlic 
, war in “carrying on” as before that 
terrible conflict, and he need hardly re­
mind the audic'ioe of the changes of 
administration which had taken place in 
Great Britain, South Africa, Newfound­
land and- other portions of the Empire. 
Political upheavals were taking place 
everywhere continually, both within 
our own Empire and in foreign lands, 
and many of these sudden changes had 
resulted in minority rule, which lyas 
proving a very expensive and unsatis­
factory way of governing any country. 
Taking it all round, it was quite evi­
dent to impartial observers that the 
old British system of two strong par­
ties in„thc State was the best yet de­
vised. What helped a country most 
was a strong government faced with 
an alert opposition. The present sys­
tem of group government adopted in 
many'lands w.as entirely unsound and 
it was difficult to urophesy where it 
would eventually lead to. Here in Can­
ada people were trying to “get away” 
froim the late war ,'̂ md its effects. This 
was shown by the f.'ict that all through 
the Dominion the s n‘imcnt '' as against 
unnecessary clcct’ens or anything
I • • . . . .
which would have a tendency; to qn- 
scttlc business. As a proof of this as­
sertion he would quote the decided op­
position to any general election being 
brought about at the present time,
thbtigh this feeling was also imdoub 
tcdly - duo to the fact that people 
throughout the Dominion were gradu
ally more and more giving their sup­
port to the government.
Tlic difficulties confronting the pre­
sent Canadian administration, the Pre­
mier continued, were by no means con­
fined to the results of the late war. 
The gbvcriiment had only a small i ^ -  
jority and was thus placed in a position 
very different to the administration
which had preceded it. The late gov> 
criimcnt had been able, being in a posi­
tion to cdunt on the support of the
large number of members who were its 
supporters, to bring down policies 
which it could be sure would be backed 
up by ParUamcnt, but the present Cab­
inet had to act with great caution on 
account of the position in which it was 
ilaccd. However, by reason' of the 
iW  that the present goyernment had 
acted ill what was now recognized as
the best interests of the country as 
whole, it had, on, division of the House
obtained the largest majority vote ever 
cast in the Canadian House of Com­
mons, 110. Apart from that, some 
thirty-two by-elections had had to be 
foqght since the Liberals had foriricd 
a government and out of that number 
only two scats had been won by their 
opponents. .These LibcraL wins had 
been made in constituencies some of 
which were purely rural, others purely 
industrial, So that it was becoming evi­
dent that the present administration 
was gaining the confidence of the peo­
ple of Canada. (Applause.) He. the 
'remicr, did< not ask the_ people of
Yale to refrain from placing an ob 
position dandidatc in the field at the
next general election, but did ask them 
on the occasion of the present by-elec­
tion to strengthen his hands by return­
ing a ‘ government supporter, so that 
at the general election he might be 
able'to return to, the constituency and 
ask for further support. «
When asked by the Governor-Gen­
eral to form a cabinet, _ he had had to 
thirik over what following he possess­
ed and how he cduld secure a ministry 
representing Canada as a whole by s«  ̂
curing at least one riiinister from each 
province in the Dominion. He found 
that he had the full support of Quebec, 
Prince Edward Island and certairt por­
tions of the other Eastern provinces, 
but only five supporters west of the 
Great Lakes. If he had been of a vin­
dictive nature he might have chosen 
his cabinet solely from those parts of 
the DOiriiniOn whence his supiiort 
came. But he had taken a broad view 
and; with the idea of Canadian unity 
in mind, had first made it known that he 
would welcome to his counsels 
bers of the Progressive Party which 
had made, practically speaking, a clean 
sweep of tiie Prairie Provinces. The 
Progressive members, however, would 
not consent to taking a share of the 
burden of office and he had been ob­
liged to seek other nleans of securing 
an administration which would repre­
sent the entire Dominion. The Premier 
then described how he had managed to 
get Hon. W. R. Motherwell into the 
cabinet, .also the former Premier of 
Alberta, the Hon. Charles Stewart, so 
that the Prairie Provinces could ^ e  
represerited in his administration. He 
also told how the Hon. J. H. King was 
selected by him to represent B. _C., al­
so how the elevation to the cabiriet of 
the Solicitor-General, Hori. E. J. Mc- 
Murray, was managed, and enlarged on 
the fact that the present ministry truly 
represented all portions of the Domin­
ion. , ,Reverting to the present by-election, 
the Premier remarked that the people 
of Eastern Canada were much interes­
ted in its result, as the situation had 
been explained to them as being one 
in which it would be known whether 
the western part of the Doiriinion real­
ly appreciated the efforts the present 
government had made to further Wes­
tern interests. He had always ex tend ­
ed that the great future of the Domin­
ion depended on the opening up of the 
West. It was not so very long since 
the population of B. C., for instan^, 
only represented one per cent of _the 
total population of the Dominion, 
whereas now it equalled eight per cent. 
In , the same way the population west 
of the Great Lakes had increased from 
six per. cent to twenty-eight per cent 
of Canada’s total, and it was quite evi­
dent to anyone who thought the ques­
tion out seriously that if the immense 
resources of the West in lumber, fish, 
minerals and farm products were open­
ed up an enormous export trade would 
result. However, it would be necessary
to strengthen the hands of the govern­
ment and thus assist it in its endeavour 
to find markets for the surplus pro­
duction of the West, and this could be 
best done by returning government 
supporters to Ottawa.
The Premier then referred in eulog­
istic terms to Mayor Sutherland, re­
marking on that gentleman’s, services 
to his fellow citizens in municipal work 
and stating that the Liberal candidate 
was exactly the type of man needed to 
represent the constituency, as he could 
be relied on to give sound advice to 
members of the cabinet on all questions 
affecting the government’s western po­
licy. As for'the opposition cry that an 
opposition member would have an e- 
qual chance to be of service to the con­
stituency, he would remark that there 
were some 230 members of the House 
of Commons and that members of the 
ministry, who were busy men, scarcely 
found time to meet their own suppOT" 
ters. He, therefore, could not promise 
to do more than shake Mr. Stirling’s 
hand, if that gentleman were sent to 
the federal capital by the people of 
Yale.
Reverting to the difficulties which 
had confronted his administration, the 
Premier told about'the awful burden 
of debt which the government had to 
carry. It was easy, he said, for any 
administration to attain popularity if 
it could spend the people’s money free-  ̂
ly, but this could not be dope, while
the staggering debt of two billion, three 
hundred and forty-seven million dollars
hung like a pall over the heads of the 
people of Canada, like a mortgage on 
everything. The interest on this en­
ormous sum amounted to $137,000,000 
per annum and was a sum greater than 
the amount of money needed to carry 
on the affairs of the country previous 
to the war. One of the great difficul­
ties in connection with this dreadful
burden of debt, a difficulty not realized 
by most people, was the fact that most 
of the money had been raised by loans
which cquld ii6t be taifcd. The Vic­
tory bonds wfcrc tax-exempt. Another 
burden which had to bo borne was the
thepension list. This was absolutely 
last place where any economy couii 
be effected and any Ganadi.;iii govern
ment would hold a similar view* How­
ever* any* country which could not meet 
its financial obligations could only be 
considered as bankrupt and it was the 
first duty of the administration to find 
ways and means of doing so, and this 
was by no ’means jeasy.
The Premier next quoted the same 
set of figures already given by yarious 
other Liberal speakers in order to 
show how the present government had 
managed to effect economics since it 
came into office and, how it had turned 
huge deficits into a substantial surplus, 
and thcii spoke a short time on the ap- 
ti-dumping question. He declared that 
in the present Minister of Customs the 
fruit growers of B. C. had a .good 
friend who had stood up for their m- 
tcrcsts in the House, and he stated 
that as long as the present administra­
tion continued at Ottawa there would 
be' no change in its attitude towards 
the fruit growers and other producers 
of B. C. He'therefore considered that 
as the government had protected the 
interests ;of the people of this, consti­
tuency they should' be able to count
on their support. (Applaqse.)
N. K. Oltfinagan Branches
The next question tackled by the 
Premier was the vexed one of the non
completion of the Okanagan branches 
of th --------  ‘ ■ ‘ ' ■„ e C.N.R., and in explaining the 
position of the government he remark­
ed that, as this matter was an import­
ant one to all iri the audience, he would 
try to give a satisfactory explanation of 
the situation as it then stood. First of 
all, he wished all to realize that Parlia­
ment was composed of two bodies, the 
House of Commons and' fhe Senate. 
I t  was impossible to ignore the Senate, 
it existed by virtue of the Canadian 
Constitution. The House of Commons
was a representative body, the mem­
bers of which were elected by the peo­
ple: In this assemblage the Liberals 
“had the edge,” no great majority, but 
were able to carry on with the good 
will of > men like Mr, T. G. McBride,
the iriember for Car^oo, who suppor- 
De -ted the government ifecause of its gen 
eral work for the good of the j^ople 
However, the Senate was a diffferent 
iriatter. I ts .; members were mostly 
Conservatives, many were bld^fashion- 
ed in ideas and old in years, (Laughter.) 
The Leader of the Opposition had sta­
ted that though he had no majority in 
the Commons he could fight the govr 
ernment through -the Senate. This •was 
riot nice politics nor good tactics^ Time 
and again in the history of Cariada the 
same situation had arisen, the situation 
being the same as had formerly existed 
in Great Britain, where the House of 
Lords had repeatedly turned down le­
gislation passed by the House of C o ^  
irions, until ian Act had been finally 
carried that made any measure law 
•which had passed the House of Comr 
mons for the third time. He, Mr, Mac­
kenzie King, .believed that a similar, 
step would have. to be taken in Caria­
da, as it was a necessary one. (Loud 
lapplause.) There was, of course, the 
’necessity of having a second chamber, 
so that hasty legislation would not* be 
an 'easy matter. However, that was an­
other thirig. As for the application of 
what he had said to the situation m 
connection with the completion of , the 
Qkariagan branches of the C.N.R., he 
would tell the audience the facts and 
they could judge for themselves.
The policy of the government to give 
the directorate of the G.N.R. full con­
trol of that railwajr system had been 
carried out, no minister of the Crown 
was in charge of the line, its affairs 
Tvere in the hands of a directorate, on 
whose shoulders the burden lay of ma­
king a success or failure. of the hand­
ling of the people’s railway system. 
The government had wished to have 
the branches completed, and its first 
bill for that purpose, which included a 
number of othfcr proposed feeders for 
the Canadian. National line had been 
thrown out by the Seriate. In this con­
nection he had been much interested iri 
reading a letter on the subject of the 
Okanagan branches, which had appear­
ed in The Kelowna Courier of Octo 
ber 16th and which had been written 
by a Mr. Bowman. (Cheers and laugh­
ter and cries of “good old Bowman 1”) 
This man, Mr. Bowman, evidently 
thought that he, the Premier, had the 
intention of fooling the people on the 
subject of the branch lines. Such, how­
ever, ■vyas far from being the case, the 
government having nothing to lose in 
relating the exact facts. As he had al­
ready stated, the Senate had thrown 
out the first bill in which the Okanagan 
branches had been included, so the 
government had taken no chances the 
second time and had brought in , a se­
parate bill for each branch line they 
wished to see constructed. In this 
connection he would remind them that 
it was not an easy matter to get such 
legislation through the Commons, es­
pecially an Act for work in Western 
Canada. However, these bills passed 
the Commons and the Senate also pas­
sed nineteen of them, threw put others 
and held a few for conference. The 
Railway Committee of the Senate had 
finally said that they thought there 
should first of all be negotiations with 
the C. P. R., and if it was understood 
that such negotiations would be first 
carried on, then, and not otherwise, 
the committee would recommend the 
bill. It was the truth to state that the 
Senate had passed the bill “without 
strings to it,’’ but not the whole truth. 
If Sir Henry Thornton had refused the 
terms offered by the Railway Commit­
tee of the Senate, the bill would have 
been lost. It was perfectly true that 
not one word about negotiations with 
the C. P. R. appeared in the wording 
of the bill, nor for that matter in Han­
sard, but Hansard did npt report the 
proceedings of committees. These mat­
ters, however, were facts and could be 
seen in the reports of the committee 
in question, the Railway Committee of 
the Senate. He, the Premier, had sta­
ted the plain facts of the case which 
could not be controverted. - As Prime 
Minister of the Dominion he had wish­
ed to state the plain truth to the peop- 
ple of the Okanagan and had therefore 
written and wired Sir Henry Thorn­
ton arid had received the following rcr 
plies:—
“October 21, 1924.
Rt. Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, 
Vancouver, B. C.
“In regard to Kelowna Branch:
“As you will doubtless be aware from 
information sent you recently by Miri."
(Continued on Page 7)
^  FOR, RADIO AMATEURS ♦«•
KGO Programmo For Week Ql 
November 2 to November 8 ^
(Frequency, 960 kilocycles; 312 metres)
Sunday, November 2 
11.00 a.m.--Church service.
3.30 p.m.—Concert by the KGO Lit­
tle Symphony Orchestra, Carl Rhodc- 
hamcl conducting; assisted by soloists 
and speaker.  ̂ .
Instrumental Selections—(a) Valsc
“Lcntcment” (Filippuch)l C*>). Over­
ture, ‘‘Maritana (Wallace); (c) Sel­
ection from "Mignon” (Thomas).— 
KGO Little Symphony Orchestra.
Baritone Solo—“Go to Sea” (Trot-
erd).—Fred Kickbush. 
Tr* av«logue, sixth in scries, “Round 
About Jerusalem.”—Ford E. Samuel.
Instrumental Selections—■ (a) Ballet 
Suite, Source” (Delibes), (1)
“Scarf Dance;” (2) "Scene D’Amour; 
(3) Variation; (4) "Dance Circas
sienne;’’ (b) "Berceuse” (Frederic) 
(c) "Ave Maria” (Bach-Gounod); (d) 
Mdrcli, “Lc Regiment’’ (Turlct).— 
KGO Little Symphony Orchestra.
7.30 p.m.—Church service.
Tuesday, November 4 
3.45 p.m. to 1.00 a.m.-^KGO will 
broadcast presidential election returns, 




Contrasting sharply with tlie group 
of moral plays, with refined characters, 
heard from KGO during the month of 
October, "Within the LawV’ a crook 
comedy drama in four acts, will be of­
fered this evening. “Chicago Red,” 
"English Eddie,’,’“ Joe Garson,” forger, 
and other representatives of the under­
world will act their parts before the 
micj'ophonc with "Edward Gilder,” 
proprietor of the Emporium, “ Detec 
tive. Sergeant Cassidy,” o f , the "New 
York police, "Mary Turner,” a poor 
salesgirl. Sand “Richard Gilder, ’’son of 
the proprietor of the Emporium. Mus­
ic will be furnished between the acts 




March, "The Steel King” (St. 
Claire).-^ Roosev-elt High School Or­
chestra, Oakland, Cal.
Tenor Solos—(a) Aria from "Faust” 
(Gounod); (b) "Obstination” (de Fon- 
tenailles).—-Chas. P. McCan.
Instrumerital Selections'— (a) First 
Movement of Fifth Symphony (Bee 
thoven); (b) Waltz, “Sphinx” (Popy) 
—Roosevelt High School Orchestra.
Soprano Solos—(a) "Norie But the 
Lonely Heart” (Tschaikowsky); (b) 
“The Maiden’s Wish” (Chopin); (c) 
"A Memory” (Fairchild).—Marie Part­
ridge Price.
Selection from the coiriic opera, “The 
Mikado” (Sullivan).—Roosevelt High 
School Orchestra.
PART TWO
Given by the Hawaiian Club of San 
Francisco.
"Hilo March.”—Studebaker Hawai 
iari Orchestra.
Yenbr Solo—“Ua Like no a Like” 
(Everett).-—M. Keau.
Instrumental and Vocal Selection— 
“Kaala Waltz.”— Studebaker Hawai 
ian Orchestra.
Address-r-"The, Music of Hawaii.”— 
H. H. Yost, President, Hawaiian Club 
of San Francisco.
Instrumental and Vocal Selection 
"Koni Au i ka Wai” (Kala Kana).— 
Studebaker Hawaiian Orchestra.
, Guitar Duet—"Kawaihua.”— Jones 
arid Keau. *
Instrumental, and :Vocal Selection 
“Pua Mohala.”—Studebaker Hawaiian 
Orchestra.
PART THREE
Mezzo-Soprano Solos— (a) "Songs
My Mother Taught Me” (Dvorak); 
(b) "Lights of Lindisfarne” (Dorothy
Edwards).—Maude V. Allen.
Tenor Solos— (a) "Thy Beaming 
Eyes” (Macdowell); (b) "To a Wild 
Rose” (Macdowell).—Chas. P. McCan.
Piano Solo—Nocturne in F. Sharp 
(Chopin).—Dorothy H. Edwards.
■Vocal Selections —• (a) Serenade 
(Dressier); (b) "I Long for Thee” 
(H artel); (c) Barcarolle (Offenbach). 
—Obapesla Male Quartette.
Soprano Solos—(a) "My Love Is a 
Muleteer” (di Nogero); (b) Villanelle 
(Chabrier); (c) “Home, Sweet Home’' 
(Bishop).—Marie Partridge Price. 
PART FOUR
Thirty minutes by the Hawaiian 
Club of San Francisco.
. Instrumental Selection—"Ni Ni Po.” 
—Studebaker Hawaiian Orchestra.
Steel Guitar Solo—Hawaiian Med 
ley.—W. Jones.
Instrumental Selection—"Aina Hau.” 
—Studebaker Hawaiian Orchestra.
Address—"Hawaiian Music in Mod 
ern Hawaii.”—H. H. Yost.
Instruniental Selection—-."Old Plant 
ation.”— Studebaker Hawaiian Orches­
tra.
Bass Solo—"Will Wili ' Wai.”— J. 
Jones. . ' _ „
Instrumental Selection—"Aloha Oe. 
—Studebaker Hawaiian Orchestra.
COMING WIZARD OF FINANCE
Mother.—I gave you a penny yes­
terday to be gooj, and today you arc 
as bad as you can be.
Small Son.—Yes, I’m trying to show 
you that you got your money’s worth 
yesterday.
Teacher—Willie, why don’t you keep 
your hair combed?
< Willie—'Cause I ain’t got no comb.
Teacher—Why don’t you ask your 
mamma to buy you one?




P O P P Y
Okanagan Loan and Investment 
Trust Company 
WE BUY VICTORY ANU OTHER BONDS FOR CASH
STOCKS AND BONDS FOR SALK
HEAL ESTATE DEPARTMEliT
liESIDENTIAL AND ORCHARD PROPERTIES 
FOR SALE OR RENT
Listings Solicited of City, Residences Fot Rent.
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
, All Classes of Insurance Written, including^  
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT AND riEALTH, MARINE,
AUTOMOBILE
We Represent Companies of the Highest Standing only.
PHONE 332 and 98 KELOWNA, B. C.
m
Oil




An Allan Dwan Produedon.
"Manhandled” is a simple, human story of a young girl behind the
bargain counter in a big department store* Sho comes to the rcaliza- 
13 merchandise sells at .'bargain , prices from over-tion that just as -----  _ ,
handling, so do women pay the price in reputation for the same rea­
son. But with her experience, she reaped a great victory I 
•A Comedy: “STARVING BEAUTIES.”
A BIG PICTURE AT USUAL PRICES 
Sat. Matinee at 3.30, 10c and 25c. Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
Eli;
m
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd and 4th 




“ THE CONFIDENGE MAN”
The fans clamoured for another Meighan crook picture—another 
“Miracle Mari.” Here it if!
Topics of the Day and a Comedy “GOOD . MORNING.’* 
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c - '
THURSDAY ONLY, NOVEMBER 6th
1 ------.NIGHT ONLY ------  1
BUSTER KEATON ;
m —
“ OUR HOSPITALITY” ”5
m
EO o
“Our Hospitality” has more laughs to every inch of film than a cen­
tipede has legs. They filled Buster with chicken in the pantry and 
then tried to fill him with buckshot in the back yard. Was that hos­
pitality? Also Fox News and DEMPSEY-FIRPO FIGHT.
Everiing,\ 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c,.
O t i  .Gi
Large, 12 X 754 inches, black, limp coyer, 
loose leaf Album, containing 100 pages.
THESE ARE EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD VALUE AT
$1.50
each.
—  A lso —
C h o c o l a t e  ' M e U o s
A Delicious Marshmallow, well chocolate coated.
EXTRA SPECIAL 50c PER POUND
P .  B .  W I L L I T S  &  C O .
PHARMACISTS and STATIONERS 
“ YOU W ILL GET IT  AT W IL L IT S"
If
SA N D Y  M A C D O N A h







SANPV MACDONALD I, ■ wM'lir you o«n a’aayi f*Iy upo'V, p •» * ilfmilfrf Whi*fc)r-ol<J,in«llowr. »»<1 UyondîcriMion.
WOeOWMB.
SPECIAL LIQUEUR - $4.25 per Bottle 
A. H. M., 20 Years - - $4.75 per BotUe
.'his advertisement is not published or
Control Board or the G overnm ent of British Columbia.
Chief Constable G. C. Mortimer, of 
East Kootenay, whose headquarters 
have been at CranbroOk, has been ap­
pointed Chief Constable for the Okan­
agan district with headquarters at Ver­
non.
The Department of Indian Affadrs-> 
has completed the building of a r^iden* 
tial school for Indians at Sardis at a i 
cost of over $200,(XX). I t is considered! 
the most modern Indian school in the- 
Domthion;
. *
THU KKU>'WnA COUBim AUn OICANAGAN ORCHARDX3T PAGE SEVEN
Little Jimmy—“ Bruin . M akes A  Catch
..........n -------------- - n — l l f ------------ TH E KELOWNA
P o u l t r y  A s s o c i a t i o n
FLOUR AND PEED STORE 
RfLLtS ST. Phono 35^
Now is the season o£ the year 
to feed Laying Mash liberally. 
The Mash we prepare contains 
all the necessary ingrcdicints in 
the proportions approved by 
the highest authorities on Pout- 
try Reeding. It has been used 
and comrnended for years past 
by bur customers far and near. 
Let us send you a sack.
What about FLOUR? Prices arc 
Boli^ up ond likely to go stUl tilgh- 
er. Wouldn’t it be a good Idea to 
get some in?
PREMIER OF CANADA ' I which only concerned one sclf-govern
SPEAKS AT KELOWNA i"e: State within the Empire, that state
'o r  Doniimon copld, if it )^ishcd, act
(Continued from page 6) I words, each Dominion should be. free
istcr of Railways, the Senate attached manage its own affairs. But as rc- 
a definite restriction obligating us to the British Empire as a whole,
try to come to an amicable arrange-1 always reminded: him of what as-
nient with the Canadian Pacific Rail-1 had, recently ̂ scovered in
way which I feel in honour bound s in -1 connection with many of the beaut- 
cercly to carry out if possible. 1**0! stars which are our admiration on
“These negotiations arc ;now in iac- clear mghtp. Just as the marvels of the 
ye progress and will be settled, one I work of the Great Creator consist ofte^ 
way or the other in not to exceed three | not of one body alone, but of severa!
p 
. ra
I stars a it^ ^  complete solar system^ so 
could thc^ritish  Empire of; the future
weeks.
“A primary factor which will be in , . - ,
eluded in any contract .with the Cana- be made up of independent nations all 
dian Pacific Railway is a guarantee bound together because they all fel­
on the part of that company that they I jpwed the same ideals of freedom and 
■will furnish transportation facilities e- liberty. The British Empire had been 
qually satisfactory to the'community as best described by its present Sovereign 
though the Canadian National Railway as “a community of free nations.” Can- 
built its own line. ada had therefore a wonderful destiny
“Failing an agreement with the Can- awaiting it as one of the independent 
adian Pacific Rjailway, we will move nations in a conimunity of free people, 
actively in the construction of the line a community which would not only en- 
in not less than three, months. free^orii possible for human
“Having started negotiations with beings to have, but also be_a light and 
the Canadian, Pacific Railway for the I example^ for all other nations of the 
reason above given, I feel I must al-1 world. (Loud and ̂ prolonged applause,
low a reasonable time for some conclu 
sion to be reached.
“H. W. THORNTON.” 
“Chicago, October 22, 1924. 
“Rt. Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, 
“Prime Minister,
“On board C.P.R. train 1, East 
bound, B. C.
during which the Rt. Hon. gentleman 
took his seat.)
The meeting was closed by all join­
ing in singing the National Anthem.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the* Liquor 
Control- Board or the Government of British Columbia,
LAYRITZ NURSERIES, LTD.
Est. 1890 - VICTORIA, B. C.
Introducing the most fSromising new fruit of recent years—
THE GOLD PLUM
The Gold Plum tree is a strong grow'er, exceedingly hardy, and a 
prolific bearer of large Dark Gold colored fruit of the Highest Qual­
ity. The Gold Plum is very firm of flesh and a splendid shipper. A 
real money maker in any orchard. Order early. We grow the most 
complete stock of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Roses and Shrubs in 
the Province. • For ouf complete catalogue apply to our locaVagent:
JA M E S  M. B R Y D O N
KELOWNA, B. C. ' HORTICULTURIST
’ :■ . .. 'll- tfc
The packing house closed last Tucs 
•day, the season’s run beinq much shor 
ter than usual but it will be some 
time yet before the hauling is comple 
ted, as the recent rains have made the 
' Centre roa!ds very dangerous for hca 
vy loads.
The Farmers’ Institute held its rc- 
, gular meeting on Oct. 21st and ' a- 
mongst other business elected Mr. W 
R. Pooley and Mr. Pixton as delegates 
to the convention being held in Verr 
•non. Mr. M. P. Williams, the secre­
tary, who is a member of the District 
Advisory Board, will also attend, so 
'Winfield .will be well represented.
The Sunday School meeting .’was 
held on Friday as scheduled and con- 
:sidcrab1c progress has been made to­
wards re-organization. I t  has been- a 
-rather difficult task to find a superinr 
tendent, but Mrs. A. Phillips has con- 
■sented to act pro tem., and other officers 
were elected as follows: Organist, Mrs. 
Joe McDonald, Secretary- Treasurer, 
Miss Hilda Hoffman.
. The October meeting of the Ladies 
.Aid will be held at the home of Mrs. 
Hoffman on the 30th. Arrangements 
will be made at this meeting for the 
tea and sale of work to be held shortly.
The dance in the Community Hall on 
Thursday was a great success, being 
generally conceded the best ever held. 
There were many visitors from outside 
points, and the Len Davis Orchestra 
added to their laurels and made them­
selves sure of a warm welcome when­
ever they return.
The next two weeks will be busy 
■ones for our residents, as there will be 
many political meetings as well as var­
ious local events. On Wednesday the 
Liberals hold their meeting .and-on 
Saturday the Conservatives naive their 
• turn, while the Children’s Fair and 
Halloween party on Friday will bring 
•out the entire community.
From plans being made at the pre- 
•sent time it looks as if we may expect 
to have a very gay winter in spite of 
the.departure of so many of our’young 
.-folks.
Mr, DeHart, of Kelowna, was here 
last week, getting.some pf Westbank’s 
choicest apples for exhibition purposes
A niynber of men are working in this 
vicinity combining the Government 
telephone system with the Okanagan 
system. We understand they will be 
several weeks at this work.
The Junior Girls’ basketball team of 
this school went over to Kelowna to 
play the Girl Guides junior team. Those 
who witnessed the game say it was a 
fast and hard one. The result was a 
score of 20-2 in favour of Westbank. 
A return game is expected some time 
in the near future.
On Saturday afternoon quite a crowd 
gathered at the Co-op. packing house 
to sec the Hon. Mackenzie King, Pre­
mier, as he passed through here on his 
way to Summerland. He stopped for 
a few minutes and gave a short ad 
dress and shook hands with all those 
present.
An old and much respected resident 
of Westbank, Mrs. Dobbin, Sr., passed 
away early Mondtiy morning after a 
very brief illness. The sorrowing fami­
ly have the sympathy of the whole 
community as she was known and lov­
ed by everyone. The funeral was held 
on Wednesday afternoon from her late 
residence to the Peachland Cemetery, 
Rev. Mr. Sadler conducting the ser­
vices. It. is only a short time since we 
wcfe called upon to mourn the death of 
an esteemed citizen in the person of 
Mr. Fulton.
“So sorry to hear that your husband 
has been drinking again, Mrs. Miggs. 
Of course, drunkenness is a disease. 
He ought to be treated by a physician.” 
“Bless ye, ’c wouldn’t mind that, 
sir! When my ’usband’s 'ad a drop, 
’c don’t care ’oo treats ’im.”
Oyerflow: M(
At the overflow meetir!^ at the Wes 
, ley Hall the chair wa.s taken by Mr. 
“Replying to your message you are H. V. Craig, the Secretary of the Kel- 
quite at liberty to make public tele- owna and District Liberal Association, 
gram mentioned, and 1 certainly feel The first speaker was Col. Thomp- 
that, irrespective of what may happen, son, of Ottawa, who dealt with the 
the commumiy must _be_ assured ade-1 financial position of the Dominion and 
quate transportation facilities ■ for the | the improvement in the export trade 
future; any other position oh; our part qf the Dominion since the Liberals had 
would he a betrayaLqf taken over,the reins of government. He
U. W. THORNTON* I was followed: by Mr. T. G. McBride, 
After reading the' above wires, the I M.P., who dealt with the same ques- 
Premier asked the audience if they tions as. at the main meeting. Senator 
thought the government could possibly Hayden spoke next, and gave a short 
have acted in a fairer manner. OutsideJ history of the political careers of the 
oLwhat he had brought to their notice' Premier'and the members of his Cab' 
the fact existed that the C. N. R, was inet and then Hon. Dr., J. H, King de 
managed by a Board of Directors, not livered a speech, covering the main 
the Government itself; however, if the I political issues of the day. 
management of the line did not act ial Mayor D.- W. Sutherland also spoke 
the public interest its . authorityi could I and in plain terms explained that the 
>e taken away from it. (Applause.^) j visits he made to McCulloch to meet 
After dealing with the C.N.R. brad- C.P.R. officials, reference to" which had 
ches, the Premier again returned to'the been made by Conservative speakers, 
question of taxation, remarking • that had been made at the request of the
debts had to be paid off and that the Kelowna Board of Trade and in con-
only way the people of Canada could nection with securing additional track- 
accomplish this was by increasing the age at Kelowna. He also explained 
export trade of the Dominion and that, that he had been accompanied on those 
to that end, it  was necessary to pro- occasions by other members of the 
vide the machines and tools used in Kelowna Board of Trade,
the basic industries of the country as A vote was taken as to whether the
cheaply as possible. Conservative lead- meeting would adjourn at the cortclus- 
ers would tell people that this policy ion of Mayor Sutherland’s speech, and 
was the wrong one, but evidently it by a large majority it was decided to 
was appreciated by most, people, as the await the arrival of the Premier before 
ast three by-elections had been won doing so.
by the government. The Premier then Mr. Mackenzie .King in a short but 
read out a: long list of various tools very pleasantly worded s^ieech showed 
and implements on which the Customs how much he appreciated the compli- 
tariff had been reduced since the Lib- ment paid him and addressed the, meet- 
erals were restored to power, stating ing for about a quarter of an hpur, 
that he and his colleagues felt that [after which the National Anthem was 
by their action they had greatly re- sung and the gathering dispersed, 
duced the burdens of the common citi- ----------^
zens of the country, and had also help- ^ reunion of old-time
ed to increase Canadian industry. Fori  ̂ r ..u* n .. c i jthis reason, if for nothing else, he | residents of this valley at Summerland
4*
♦  TWENTY YEARS AGO 
♦', ■ -— —. •







“The work of constructing the tele­
graph line from Okanagan Landing to 
Kelowna will be begun just as soon 
as gangs can be engaged to start work 
at both ends. R. Swift, of Vernon, has 
charge of the work and will hasten the 
construction to completion at the earl­
iest possible date."
“At the citizens’ meeting last Friday 
evening, it was decided to. sink a trial 
well in front of the Raymer Block, the 
water to be used in case of fire. If a 
good supply is obtained, other wells 
will be dug at convenient places 
throughout the town.”
W uld appeal to the people of Yale to [on November 6th. The only qualifica 
give him their support for the next two tion necessary for those who wish  ̂to
’’'le /o re  concluding a very eloquent this-gathering is a fifteen yeaVs’
address, Mr. Mackenzie King referred in the Okanagan
to the fact that his political opponents 
had misquoted, certain statements he
had made regarding the destiny of Can-1 T^ToTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
ada, remarking how easy it always was ^  that an application will be made
for anjfone to distort phrases so as to [to the Legislative Assembly of the 
injure another persori. What he had Province of British Columbia at its 
always maintained and had said on var-1 next session on behalf of the Associ-
ious occasions was that there were only 
three courses before the people of the 
Dominion. The first was complete in­
dependence. This course did not in 
the very least appeal to him. Nothing 
was to be gained by it and the position 
of Canada as an .entirely independent 
state would by, no means be as favour­
able as its present position. There was 
no reason whatever for breaking away 
from a league of the best people who 
populated this globe. The second pos­
sibility was annexation to the United 
States, and again, personally, he could 
see no advantage whatever in it, but 
many varied disadvantages. The Un­
ited States had all the difficulties of 
various kinds which its people were 
capable of handling. Canada’s present 
relations were ideal and showed how 
in the words of the Scriptures it was 
possible for “brethren to dwell to­
gether in unity.” The third course was 
to become a nation within the British 
Empire and that was an ideal well 
worth keeping in mind._ It was once 
thought possible by various statesmen 
that some day an Imperial Parliament 
would sit at Westminster. However, 
the idea was not a practical one. Dur .̂ 
ing the war for all intents and purposes 
an Imperial Cabinet had been formed, 
but not through Icgislatioi^ but be­
cause British people clung together 
and worked together when the Empire 
was in difficulties. At the recent Im-
ated Growers of British Columbia, 
Limited, for an Act to be known as 
the “Associated Growers of British 
Columbia, Limited, Relief Act,” for the 
purpose of curing all formal defects 
in, and all formal objections to the val­
idity of alt contracts entered into by
With a certain note of envy it is 
recorded that Enderby is ahead,of Kel­
owna'in at least one respect, that of 
action, to secure incorpforation as a city, 
enough signatures having been secur­
ed to a petition circulated in the enter­
prising North Okanagan town to en-̂  
sure achievement of the desired ob 
jective. The Kelowna movement had 
not progressed so far, as no petition 
lad yet been circulated. An editorial 
appeals tO‘the public to subscribe to­
wards the necessary expenses of secur­
ing letters patent, It says in part:
‘I t  how rests with the people to do 
their part. The committee state that 
all funds subscribed will be returned 
to the donors when the town is incor-j 
porated, so that nobody will be the 
bser. We believe that Kelowna is to 
lecome one of the leading towns in the 
interior of the province, and now is 
Tthe opportunity to show our faith by 
our works. It will'merely be necessary 
to lay the case before our readers in 
order to call forth a hearty response, as 
doubtless every one who prides him̂  
self in being a citizen of the rising 
town of Kelowna will be eager to hav.e 
a part in laying the foundation of civic 
government. Any sum, large or small, 
handed to D. W. Sutherland for this 
purpose will be gladly received and 
will be returned when civic authority 
is established.” ■
It is noted that the Kelowna Land 
& Orchard Company had completed 
the work of building a dam across 
Canyon Creek to impound water for 
domestic purposes, and the work was 
being proceeded with of laying mains 
and distribution pipes to all the lots 
so far subdivided. The system thus 
installed was reckoned to supply 180,- 
000 gallons per day, The lots were 
being offered at $75 per acre, the price 
including water rights.
The editor is enamoured of the Ok­
anagan autumn and pens this word pic- j 
ture: ,
The melancholy days have come’ I 
at last, but we cannot designate them as 
the poet has, ‘the saddest of the year,’ 
for if there is any period more delight­
ful th^n another in the Okanagan Val-
the Associated Growers of British Col- ^  ‘s the autumn months. An oc- 
umbia, Limited, with individual grow- casional white frost in the mornings,
pcrial Conference he, Mr. Mackenzie 
Ki
Sampson was one of the early advert­
isers. We read where he took a couple 
of columns and right away cvcrytliinK 
started coming his way.
ling, had taken the position that this 
gathering was a conference of the re­
presentatives of the various sclf-govern 
mg peoples, of the Empire^ who were 
primarify responsible to their own Par­
liaments and Legislatures, and this idea 
had ultimately prevailed. He, Mr. 
Mackenzie King, had also, taken the 
position that when a matter arose
ers in any of the forms known as Series 
“A”, Series “B”, Series “C” or Series 
“D”, and where such contract purports 
to be made between the Associated 
Growers of British Columbia, Limited, 
of the first part, a local association 
formed under the “Co-operative Assoc­
iations Act”, of the second part, and 
the grower, of the third part, or where 
such contract purports to be made be­
tween the Associated Growers of Brit­
ish Columbia, Limited, of the one part, 
and a grower of the other part, without 
the intervention of such local associa­
tion, and also for the purpose of pro­
viding that where any such contract is 
produced to the. Court proven^ to have 
been signed by a grower and it is fur­
ther proved that the grower has deliv­
ered any fruits or vegetables otherwise 
than in accordance with such contract, 
the Court shall forthwith restrain by 
injunction any delivery of such grow­
ers fruits or vegetables otherwise than 
in accordance with such contract and 
shall also make an order commanding 
the grower to deliver the fruits or 
vegetables in accordance with the pro­
visions, of such contract, notwithstand­
ing any defect in the formation, execu­
tion or performance of such contract.
DATED at Vernon, B.C., this 8th 
day of October, 1924.
E. C  MAYERS,
just enough to purify the air, is follow- | 
ed by a cloudless sky and calm warm I 
weather. Those used to the ‘wailiqg 
winds and naked woods’ of Eastern 
Canada would be delighted to visit the 
Okanagan at present. We are. now 
nearing the end of October and the 
green of the trees has been changed to 
gold, but this is jiractically the only indi­
cation that summer has gone. Certainly i 
we have the most delightful climate in | 
Canada.”
Solicitor for the ai^licant. Associated 
Growers of British Columbia, Limited.
9-6c.
The exhibit of B.C. fruit s^nt this 
year to the exhibition of the Royal 
Horticultural Society, held at Chis­
wick, England, won the highest award 
and gold medal, and this is hailed as a 
great triumph for Kelowna, as ex-1 
hibits were sent from only two other f 
places in the province, namely Victoria 
and Lyttbn. By a chain of reasoning, 
the editor deduces ‘that, “as British 
Columbiia. fruit now leads the whole 
British Eqipire, and as Kelowna fruit 
has led the Province in the past, this 
valley can boast that it produces the 




It will intcrest inany in the Okanag­
an to know tliJit the agitation of the 
farmers in the Cowichan district to 
have the Provincial Game Eoard 
change their regulations re the shoot­
ing of pheasants is likely to prove suc­
cessful, as it is now understood that 
the recommendations of the Cowichan 
Garne Association will be adopted, 
namely that farmers be given the right 
to protect their crops and that there be 
an opcit season for hens. In that part 
of Vancouver Island the farmers and 
game protective association have work­
ed together to try to secure, game re­
gulations of a reasonable nature.
GET YOUR BULBS NOW
For Chriotmaa and Early Spring 
Blooming.
Paper-white Narcissi
per dozen, 7Sc 
Dutch Hyacinths, all colours 
20c each; $2.00 per doz. 
Early Tulips, double & single 
per dozen, 65c 
Darwin Tulips, various colours 
per dozen, 7Sc 
Daffodils and Narcissi
per dozen, SOc to 90c 
Crocus, Snowdrops, Chionodo- 
xa, Freesia, 25c to 50c doz.
tiehter Street Greenhouses
Box ll7  Phone 88
9-3c
6th ANNUAL
i : i k s *  H a l l
MONDAY, NOV. 10th
A  C O M B IN E 'b  A R M IS T IC E  
A N D
T H A N K S G IV IN G  D A N C E
Davis All-Star Orchestra
Dancing — 9 to 2
TICKETS d j- l  A A
(Including Supper)^
N o m e
B u y in g
The citizens of British Col­
umbia each sent $1 lO.OO but 
of the province last year for 
goods that could be bought 
here—locally manufactured.!! 
that had not been done 
14,OCX) extra workers would 
have been kept busy here 
throughout the year.
Pacific Milk Go., Limiteil
Head Office: Vancouver, B.C. 
Factories Ladner and Abbbtsford, B.C
BANG!
Blackstone: What happened to
Jenks? Wasn't he supposed to be one 
of the big guns in the office .where be 
worked?





O N T A R IO  
HONEY, lb. .. 2 0 c
O N T A R IO
C H E E S E
SALT  
50 lbs.
S A L T P E T R E  
per lb. ..........
T O N IC  
S T O U T  .. .  .
ANCHOR & ANCHOR-OONALOSON
Special Xmas Sailings 
to Old Country
From Halifax
TH E CUNARD S.S.
W AY IS THE To Plymouth—Cherbourg-—London
.̂ n̂dama Dec. '8
B E S T  B U T  TO QUEENSTOWN AND LIVERPOOL
S.S* Garmama JDec. 14
INEXPENSIVE. From New York
TO QUEENSTOWN AND LIVERPOOL
5.5. Garohia —_ _ ______________ Dec. 6
Many of our most S.S. Garmania ...._.................____.... Dec. 13
particular travellers _  ̂ , TO GLASGOW .
are delighted with the ........................v-.-.—
new third cabi n qr*o piyinouth-Cherbourg-Sbiithanlpton 
Cunard travel. s.s. Mauretania Dec. 3
TO CHERBOURG & SOUTHAMPTON
5.5. Aquitania — ...........— Dec. 13
Full infprmation from Agents or Company’s Offices, 622 













t h e  KELOWNA c o u r ie r  AND OKANAQAW
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30ai, l92^‘
m
Cheese for




CHEESE from England, from France; from Italy, and 
from Holland—and all of them perfectly cured and 
£uly ripened.
SPORT r rE M S ;
■ b a sk e t b a l l
Local Hotm Teams Divide ̂ ho^Hoiv- 
In Games A t, K a^opaours
The first intcr-city
of the season arc over. Three locaf 
hool’> SQuads made the long but inter­
esting trip’ to Kam loops^st rjiursday
and came away fully 'f i r t  *thatmeasure* of success and the fact that
the games werC recorded as the most
evenly contested matches hcld  ̂m the
McLeod; t h ^  gamo. Rob̂ Sĵ ^̂ ^̂  ̂ '
Official sCOrcrat Jack ,
Timc-kccpcrs; Russell Cad and ;TiA
Busc.. /■, , <■ •' ' 'V ' ' '
IMPROVEMENT INCITY TAX COLLECTIONS
(Continued from page 1>
Representing a company which sup-  ̂ a!..!.. ai« nn lCfl>, ivcurv'{»v»tvA&iê  ** ------- -plies decorative »«»fcrial for use on fes­
tive occasions,‘ Mr,. W, L. WdUams,
were of opinion that there were some 
•jnstrumfenfef in town which Were not 
privately owned, having ■ been secured 
by subscription oî  otherwise, and pro­
bably could be obtained as the nucleus 
of equipment of a bfind.  ̂ t . i
It was mentioned tliat the City bad 
on flic 'several applications for the pos^ 
ition of bandmaster, and Mr. Gordon 
remarked that, in addition (o a leader, 
it miglit be necessary to bring m some 
musicians from outside points and hnd
who had previously interviewed the 
inembers of the Council individually, 
appeared to ask permission for the 
Ladies' Auxiliary tp thq, Boy Scouts, 
which organization 'has taken up the 
Boheme locally, to,havh the w;ork jl.onc 
of drilling holes ih the fcement , sidc-
SWISS KNIGHT CHEESE in portion^which is 
the genuine Gruyere in a convenient package.
CANADIAN KRAFT CHEE$fe-*“fresh and, firm.
Fresh CANADIAN CREAM CHEESE.
OLD CANADIAN CHEESE, made in Ontario in 
September, 1923, full flavoured and beautifully ripened.
raiTroad^city “for some time. ,Thq^bas- 
Icetball hall was crowded with ntarly 
500 lioop fans. Kclownai won the girls 
game, lost the senior event and the 
termediate teams battled to a 19-aU 
draw which was hot played off on 
count of being an exhibition future.,
' After the games the' Kelowna playr 
ers and fans, thirty-four in .number, 
were hospitably entertained by Kam­
loops at a very successful dance and
^ ^ irs t Game Rcsoits In  DraW
The obening riumber was the clash 
between'the Kelowna second team an 
the Kamloops Intermediate B team, 
each''squad scoring 19 points' lu th« 
allowed time. , . .
Sombwhat nervous in their ;hrst in­
ter-city .fixture, our. younger team did 
not hit their stride,till the second sp
walks in order to receive housings for
He cxplamcd
ghalc was referred to Aid Mciklo,
eUajfman of the Board > of Works,' for j 
iii'wcstif
employment for them 
.Ud. ------ ----------
spasm
and in the meantime the home team
holding flagstaffs, etc, . ,
that me housings • would be of iron 
pipe, V/i ins. in diameter and 7 inches 
long, and would he sunk below the 
lov'd of the sidewalk and capped, when 
not in tisc, so tfiat they would flot pro­
ject in any way and would not consti­
tute an obstruction. The sidewalks 
would not be damaged in any^Way, as 
the housings would be packed snugly 
around with cement. The scheme per­
mitted of quick and easy decoration 
of a town with flags, and wopld be 
found of great value at yarioUs times. 
During the Christmas season, for.ari- 
staiicc, small trees could be inserted 
in the housings and decorated accor­
ding to individual taste. All the decor­
ative material his company handled 
was of Canadian manufacture;
After discussing the matter at , some
.1 U. Mclklc suggested that proba­
bly the best way to handle the matter 
would be for the Elks toi, call a, meet­
ing of those interested, inviting all old 
bandsmen to attend, when an idea 
could be formed of what personnel 
would be available andi information 
wduld also oc secured as to wliat in
strUmciits were bbtainablc. .. . . ,
Aid, Morrison, said the initial
difficulty would be instruments, as the 
purchqsc of'a  nuipbcr would entail a
largo outlay. , . , ,,
The form of organization to handle 
band affairs was discussed at some
length, Mr. Gordon .InLodge had no t,decided whether to call 
the probosed hew organization tiic 
"Elks’ Band,*’ as so far they had not
t> Â i__  . fn
ve gatibn. ..........  t i n
A plan of subdivision of Lot U, 
Block 8, Rcgjslcrcd Plan W8. 
ted by Mr. E. W. Groves, C.E.,
6ii behalf of the Okanagan .Loftn «  
Investment Co., was approved subject 
to the condition that the owners give 
an undertaking to fill the roads or 
streets to grade and that tfip $
not requested to make such roads and 
streets, the plan futhcr to bo suWeet to 
the approval of the City^




1 acre lot .with house, close in. A 
property which will go up in value 
;a5 soon as thb C.N.R. starts buil^  
ing. For quick <p-| t l l l l  A l l  
Sale. A snap at JL
1 lie V.UUUVH
day. November n th , the,regular date 
of meeting, - Monday, Npvi lOtlv bc-|
ing Thanksgiving Day and a pubgc 
holiday. ’ ^  I
V ’w E bN E SD A y
Main Line City W llLSendJ^co Fast
BaskotbaU Quintettes
We have a few bargains in orchard 
properties. The fruit business is,be­
ginning to pick up and now Is the 
time to buy.
INSURANCE
FIRE, ACCIDENT & SICKNESS
LIFE Au t o m o b il e
L  W . W i lk in s o n  & C o .
BERNARD AVE,
gone further than to propose, to man 
*~->k after its hnan-
For 'The Week Ending Oct. 25, 1924
m nc c muu^; , ...v length, the Council saw no objection
fathered the bdd and lucky thirteen , gjyjng the desired authority nnd a 
noints before th e ‘whistle blew for the resolution was passed accordingly,
ntcrval. , ;  /  grantingperm isSiontotheLadicsA u-
In the first half, play started fast to- "iijjjry to the Boy Scouts to, have 
ward the Kelowna net and . Harvey j^^ugi^gg placed m the sidewalks 12 
Wilkinson, on a foul committed by | jĵ iciies from the edge thereof, the work
H a llo w i Dates
New pack, fresh and delicious, 2 pounds for 25 cents.
ces look easy and later the young cen- Engineer. _ . -o ' atre man snared a clean basket uncheck- Eiijg Try To Reorganize  ̂Band
ed. Gordon Meikle then showed ms ^  deputation consisting of Messrs, 
team-mates where the basket was. H. r  jf. Gordon and C. W. Lees explam- 
Maveety beat hfs check and scored and I ^ ^j,at they represented the local lodge 
the youthful Masked converted after gjî -g and were present to discuss 
a neat' dribble play. Wilky snared an- Council the possibility of re-
Ghocolat© E c la ir; Biscuits®*
Better made and nicer flavoured an d -perfectly fresh;
regularly 60c a pound; 5 0 c
At a special price of, per popnd^...................
The McKenzie Co., Ltd .
PHONE 214
il    
16thcr free shot and later .passed the 
leather to Maskell for another c o u ^  
Other baskets came fast and furious
before half time. . . ■ . ..fibers
Kelowna came to life in the second 
I spasm and through some nice team- 
Iwork soon regained several points. 
Lloyd Cunningham was very .effective 
in this canto, scoring four field baskets 
and'waV ably assisted by Pme and 
Meikle. Cunimings worked hard and 
Seath was in exceptional form at run­
ning'guard, snaring four, points.
The line-ups and Individual scoring
were as follows :-r . ,KELOWNA.—Cunningham^ (8), Pi-
Irie (4); Meikle (3); Seath (4); and
^'KAM LOOrS.-^Potter ( 4 ) Herb
Maveety (3); . Maskell_C4); Wilkmgri 
(6); McCormick (3); Hughey and O -
iBrien. ■ '■
Referee: Bert Fiddes. .
Kelowna Girls Wm Out .. 
Unusual in the regular inter-city
organizing a band in the city. The 
matter had been discussed upon two 
occasions by the Lodge, ahd'tUc mem­
bers had decided to get behind any 
movement that would provide a good 
band for Kelowna. _ ,
Aid. Adams said that the Council 
had also had the matter under discus 
sion several times, but. it had beep 
shelved; for a time in the hope fhat 
sbme organization, would, assume the 
responsibility of resuscitating and man 
aging the band. At the same time, the 
Council was willing to assist so far 
as lay in its power, as the need ot .£ 
good brass band was frequently ^ id  
eht. Replying to a* query by Mr. Gor 
don, Aid. Adams expressed the belief 
that there were still some instruments 
in town, the ownership of which was 
vested in the City. " .t. •
City Clerk Dunn stated that the in­
struments in question had passed out 
of the City’s hands during, the ̂  war. 
having been sold to the Rocky Moun-_ __ in iiiv j; j  I na iu  uccu ^hoop programme, the girls . teams_4id Rangers. The iproceeds were turn-
not meet until after the opening fixture. over later on ta  the Kelowna City 
In fairness to our fair ■ invaders such purchase of music, etc
a handicap, ,msor I -- ••— ------a.u^
age the. band aind look 
cial interests. The LbdgC'Wqs not m 
a pbsition to provide instruments and 
unifbrm but could furnish a place fbr 
practice. He enquired whether the 
Council could givev,any financial ,assis-
A id ., Meikle pointed out that the 
Council had given financial aid to ac­
tive band ogamzqtions in past years, 
and the policy would undoubtedly be 
adhered to, but the present Council was 
not able to pledge that of 1925 to any 
definite commitment. • , .
Mr. Gordon expressed himself as sa­
tisfied with the goodwill shown by the 
Council, and said the suggestion 
thrown out would probably be apted 
on and a 'meeting held, to which all 
old bandsmen wjould be invited. .
The deputation thanked the Council 
'or the hearing accorded them and. 
then withdrew, returning later on to m- 
"orm the Council they had ascertained 
that the Kelowna City Band was still 
in existence, although not, actiifc at 
present and without a leader, with a 
set of officers; a number of instru­
ments and some funds in bank, and the 
; 21ks would therefore work in conjunc­
tion with that organization to bring it 
once more into active existence.
The Kelowna Badminton Club made 
Written applilJation to have city water 
put into the Exhibition Building, which 
is leased by the club each winter.
City Superintendent Blakcborough 
explained that there was a water supply 
there now, but it was turned off dur­
ing the winter, as the pipe v^as laid on­
ly about eight inches belo'Cv (he surface 
and was thus not frost proof.
The Badminton Club also had made 
verbal application for some loads of 
shale to be put round the building, so 
as to keep the surroundings clean dur­
ing wet weather.
It was decided to bury the present 
pipe at the Exhibition Building below 
the frost line, and the matter of the
Arrangements have bticn made ^to 
britig the three' fast - Kaimlpops 
tettes here next Wednesday, providing 
weather conditions permit the teams 
to travel by car. ... .
Kelowna fans vvill rccciyc this an 
uouncenient ' with great y cxpcdtatiimv 
for on the occasion of the visit-of,
'niain line hoop'artists herp last fall, lo-̂
cal railbirds were treated'to the fastest! 
exhibition of basketball that has ever 
talkcn place' on local boat,dB. It goes
SUBSCRIBE TO T H E  COURIER
1924 1923
Fruit .................... - 1 2 2
Mixed Fruit and 'Vegetables 27 12
'Vegetables ........................ ..... 4
84 138
F l a v e
EVER CO N SID ERED
THAT BY USING OUR SPECIALLY PREPARED
L A Y I N G  M A S H
You not only save money on the purchase price 
but you also make more on the returns ?
^ 2 » 4 0 p e r  100 lbs.PRICE
QUAKER FLOUR AND CEREALS
OATS MILL FEEDS CORN
TIMOTHY HAY ALFALFA STRAW
Occidental Fruit Co., Ltd.
KELOWNA, B. C. 
Free City Delivery Daily Phone 67
The O. K. has a number of 
Halloween Specmls
ill good rebuilt bicycles which 
are all in perfect running 
o rd e r.....
24" English Wheel ... $19.00 
Cleveland J u v e n i l e $20.00 
22" C.C.M. Rambler .... $20.00
26" Brantford   .....— $20.00
24" Maroon Massey .... $23.50 
LADY’S CLEVELAND
$25*00
Lady’s Hyslop ........—- $20.00
These v.'hcels are excep­
tional values and unusually 
low in price. NOW is the time 
is the time to buy a depend- 





B U S E
Pendozi St.
AND W ESTSIDE
Captain and Mrs. Roxby inotwcd 
from Kelowna on Saturday last. The 
weather they encountered on their ar­
rival ticfc proved s o : disagreeable for 
an outing that they decided to return 
via the .s.s. "Sicambus" from W»lson 
Landing. Of course, we are too po­
lite to .suggest that the road they en­
countered on the way up had anything 
to do with their decision!
C tain Peter Roe brought
an arrangement was « —
much that the visitors were obliged to 
stand up for the most part of the ^rst 
battle on account of the scarcity ot
seating accommodation. _ _
The game at first appeared a bit s l ^  
after the previous encounter _but the 
match proved very even and interest­
ing throughout. The Kelowna- 
won the game by superior combma- 
I tion play, floor work and.hard playing.
I The home team were weak <m shootiug 
and missed many openings. Ruth J<.ow- 
cliffe showed a vast improvement over 
her last year’s play and was the scor­
ing ace with nine points to her Credit, 
while Anne McClymont converted the
other four. Jean McLeod was cOO
closely checked to _ break into the 
score column but Was in the game fioni 
start to finish. In fact, these three ^r- 
wards worked consistently together, 
considering that they the whole
time. Connie Collett and Edwina 
chibald were the most effective for the 
home team. The final score was, , 
Kelowna 13, Kamloops 11. ;
The line-ups and individual scoring
^°^KELOWNA.—Ruth Roweliffe. (9); 
Anne McClymont (4); Jean McLeod; 
Marjorie Moffatt and Mary Burne. 
Subs.: Winnie Day and Nellie Jones.
KAMLOOPS.—Miss .Sorenson (2); 
Reta Gill; Edwina Archibald (4); Mki- 
me Collett (2); Connie Collett (2). 
Subs.: jean Phillips (1) and Jessie
MacKay. . ■
' Referee: H. McCormick. , 
Kelowna Seniors Lose By Narrow 
Margin
I The third fixture brought together 
our seniors and the K. J. B. team, one 
of the niftiest squads in the province. 
It was an exciting and furiously fought 
game. Play was snappy throughout 
Land both teams seemed to _ be m mid-
1 season form as far as combination m^y 
land endurance are concerned.- 
I shooting, however, . might have been
Nevertheless, some of the aldermen
■/Sft'ijift’ T':
-WT*
t h e  LADIES OF * THE BOY SCOtiT AUXILIARY
V, ■ Will:give a , . . ' ‘ ■
ttalloween
in SCOUT HALL on
F R I D A Y ,  O C T O B E M  3 1
ChildrOT* 6-9 o’clbek. , - Youtig fo lk s  and Adults, 9 o’clock.
 ̂ ’ ADM ISSION: ' aSc Eind 50c.
Spectators: SOc , : A parent with children: 25c
Refreshments Extra after 9 o’clock.
PRIZES
■ Best Paper Costume, 
f Best Lady’s Costume.
• Best Gent’s Costume.
Best Comic, Lady’s.
Best Comic, Couple. ; ; ;




Best Couple. . ' ,
Comic Costume, girl.
Comic Costume, boy.
Best Couple, Comic. 
Smallest Person in Costume
Only .tho^e in costume




at this season of the year 
just seemS: to hit the 
spot—^besides it’ŝ  inex­
pensive, nourishing and 
convenient.
CLARK'S
* __  ________0- .  up the
Iriver .on Sunday last.
Mr. D.' HovvrIe, who will superin-1sn ti , nu c ti, . 
tend the building of the new wharf, is better on both sides. J .t
how established with his working crew I Lewis got away and Opened the 
at Wilson Landing. What with hard-1 scoring on a neat overhand shot. 
ware and lumber, the old wharf looks as that, Bob Cail, his stocky and watch- 
if.it would take all its “stay with it’s’’ ful guard, camped on his trail for the 
propensities to maintain a properly dig- rest of the evening with^niuch success 
nilied position until its retirement is |"Boney’’ Williams and Muckle Mei- 
complete. We arc all very glad to see 
the work going on, for, to use a very 
trite saying, for which we apologise, 
it has been a long felt want."

















Miss D. E. Reid returned to
kle, playing out of their division and] 
in senior company for the first time, 
more than made good. Both boys ] 
showed promise of real class, were at 
ease on the floor and with more ex-1 




•home,- Melrose Cortager somc weeks strong &
ago; having previously been * îsiting g ^ so n  M c L c ^  d* ^^^  appcaredl 
friends in Vernon.  ̂ K e  off im his shooting. Doug. Kerr I
w . . . /  .r „ and Dick Parkinson had their hands
Mr. H. B, Savin arrived from V a n - g u a r d ,  the latter scoring six 
couver on last Saturdays boat. points. Jack Parkinson relieved Kerr
* * • at guard for a time.
The last shipment for the Reason of Johnny Craig and Chatet, who are 
apfiles, consisting of Delicious, went menibers of the Kamloops baseball] 
out on Monday last, a number of rnerrt Ucam during the summer months, were
Tomato; small tins,
2 for  ..................—-  35c
Medium tins, each.... 25c
bciHR intended for friends in the OldUhe outstanding players on the home 
Country, which Messrs. Goodacre and* ----- --V̂ OllULl J > , >V Hiv.it .s* X*
Browse arc sending by way of the pre- 
[sentation car soon to go out from the 
.‘Vssociated Growers. Those they took 
charge of last year arrived in excell­
ent /zpndition. ______ ■
en c o u r a g e m e n t
• Old idcFadd —Do you collect any­
thing? V-
Young Smart. —• I collect my Shaw, 
thoughts occasionally. '
Old McFadd.— The specimens V9U 
get are undoubtedly rare.
JlSUdllUtli^ |/»c*jr V.* —
team. Chuck Robertson was boss scor­
er with ten points and the remainder 
of the line-up all worked liard. ,
The line-ups and individual scoring
follows:— . . , ,  T jlKELOWNA.—Lewis (2); McLeod] 
(2); Williams (5); Meikle (2)r Kerr 
(2); Dick Parkinson (6); Jack Parkm- 
son., Total.' 19.̂
KAMLOpPS.— Robertson (10); 
Craig (5)V Chatcr (4); Miltoiy and 
Shaw .‘Subs.: Kenward (3); Gail and 
Conolly. Total: 22. .
Referee,: Bert Fiddqs.. Lm«mcn. 
first.gaiftfe, Craig; second game, Carson]
HUIKER,
Tomato, per tin .... 15c
Gl. D B OI CB Q
nd
Gordon, Ltd, •
Family Grocers Phone 30
Quality up to a stan< âr<i 
—not down to ia price.
1 O B B B
Accessories In The Ladies’ Department
F A L L  H O S I E R Y
Having a generous supply, of _ 
Hosiery of black and in the oth­
er-shades so smart now is spec­
ially important when the mode 
fs as varied as it is this season. 
Our stocks; of Hosiery were 
never more complete than they 
are now, in all the new styles 
and shades.
Mercury ■- Hose, silk and wool. 
Brown, and white, fawn, light grey, 
in ribbed silk and wool, Congo and 
white, fawn, fawn and whim, C im ^*1‘25
Penman’s Silk and Wool Hose. 
Sand and white, brown and white, 
black and white, sky and meadow 
lark, almond and white, ̂ meadow 
lark and white; © 1
a pair ....... .............. ......
Jaeger Lace Hose in fawn only;
all pure wool; $ 3 . 0 0
a pair ................... .
Jaeger ribbed Golf Hose fm
in fawn and brown $ * 1 , 5 0
stripes; a pair
Jaeger fibbed Hose in narrow and
wide stripes, grey and $1.50
fawn; a pair
U nder Arm Bags
ALL BAGS 
h a v e  MIRROR
Silk moire lining, 
large inside frame 
pocket of Clarke’s 
Patent Colt— 
$4.50, $4.75, $5.00
Also strap handles 
in buffed ostrich 





.Style and fabric make the cos­
tume but details perfect it. 
Gloves are a very important 
detail and the completeness ot 
the costume depends upon 
their correct choosing.
Washable Suede in seal,, lea­
ther grey and fawn—
85c, $1.15, $1.50
HAND BAGS— POUCH s h a p e
Pin seal, beaver calf, tapir calf; comes beautifully 
lined in.moire and silk lining; colors: o i^ cr , 
black, powder blue and tam"̂  l l | l
Price's ...............  .....  $2.75, $3.50 and
NEW  NECKWEAR JUST IN
Very dainty. Lace Collar and Cuff Sets in creanb 
ecru and ochre shades. Cream Flannel Collar and 
Vestee for the cardigan, sweaters.
The new Novelty Collars-are ycry smart; round 
collars and lace tabs down'to bottom of the dress;, 
especially nice in the ochre color. .
Children’s allvwool Sox with fancy^cuff; Jaeger’s 
and St. Margaret’s lines, in plain brown, white,.. « I_ .A.1— «r n ■ 19 B Hbrown" and***̂ cy heathers; brown^and $1.25
green heathers; from, a p a ir .....- 75c to
EXTRA SPECIAL for SATURDAY
Women’s Black Cashmere Hose, TCgularJSc 
td.-$1.00; sizes 8 9 and. 9J4; for
one day. only.; 2 pairs for
PHONE 215
T H O M A S  L A W S O N .
m
H a
t'rn
* * *
